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Introduction
WebVision is a pure web HMI/SCADA interface for industrial applications. Based entirely on
HTML5 technology, it enables users to control their application on any device such as
smartphones, tablets, touchscreens, laptops, desktop computers and control room video walls.
The WebVision Module has full HMI and SCADA capabilities and establishes the new reference
for truly mobile-optimized and easily accessible applications for monitoring, control and data collection & analysis in industrial systems.
Below are some of the WebVision Module’s key features.
• Pure Web: full functionality is attained through any modern web browser; no additional software or
plug-ins required.
• Fast and Simple development: WebVision can be used to create your monitoring application using
only a web browser and get it up and running in just a few hours.
• Secure: access to the HMI is encrypted.
• Touch responsive: for natural navigation using pan and zoom.
• Powerful reports: WebVision allows users to generate sharp reports on screen and save to pdf format.
WebVision perfectly complements any N3uron node by adding a modern graphical representation of
your data.
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Creating Module Instances
The first step when using WebVision after N3uron installation is to instantiate a WebVision module:
• Open N3uron and navigate to the “Config” menu.
• Click on “Modules” and then create a new module. This instance can be given any name (except
names with special characters like ‘.’, ‘/’, etc.), although users are recommended to name instances
in a similar way to the name of the module being instantiated for easy identification. In this example,
it has been named WebVision.

Figure 1: Creating new module instances
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By setting the module type to WebVision, the created instance will automatically become a WebVision instance. Once saved, WebVision should appear in the module list in bold because there
are unsaved changes.

Figure 2: Setting the instance type

Additionally, each instance can be configured with the following options:
• Required: When set to enabled and when this module is receiving data from other N3uron nodes,
all links will be paused whilst the module is offline to avoid data loss. If not enabled, this module will
have no effect on links when offline (recommended for WebVision).
• Start: This section controls how the module behaves when the N3uron service is started (which also
includes service restarts).
o Enabled: If true, the module will automatically start when the N3uron services starts. Otherwise, the module must be started manually.
o Start delay: When automatic start is enabled, this setting is used to control how much delay
there should be between starting the N3uron service and starting the module. This value is
displayed in milliseconds.
• Monitor: This section is used to monitor the status of each module, as well as to enable automatic
restart if it goes offline.
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o Automatic restart: If true, whenever the module goes offline (except when manually
stopped by the user), the module will automatically restart.
o Restart delay: Determines the delay before restarting the module after it has gone offline.
In addition to configuring this instance, each module has a Logger and API which needs
to be configured separately. The default settings will be sufficient for this, but users will
need to actively open the Logger and API configuration settings and save the default
values to fully apply the settings.
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Initial Configuration
Once the WebVision module has been instantiated, the first step is to configure the users.

Figure 3: Adding a new user to WebVision

The following options are available for each user:
• Enabled: When set to true, the user is enabled.
• Password: User password. It is highly recommended to set a complex password.
• Time zone: User time zone, which is applied to all timestamps shown in the graphical interface.
Choose from 4 options:
o UTC (default): All timestamps are shown in UTC.
o User: The time zone is automatically obtained from the system running the web browser.
o Server: The time zone is automatically obtained from the system running WebVision.
o Custom: Select a specific time zone.
• Permissions: Sets the access level for different parts of the module:
o Designer: Sets permissions for accessing the designer:
▪ None: User cannot access the designer.
▪ View: User can view the configuration.
▪ Edit: User can modify and save configurations.
o Viewer: Sets permissions for accessing the HMI/SCADA application:
▪ Read: User can access and navigate through the application.
▪ Write: User can modify tag values and send commands from the HMI.
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Figure 4: Example configuration for one user

The next step is to configure the main WebVision options:
• Session timeout (seconds): Time the session has been inactive or offline for before considering
the session to have ended.
o Inactivity: User sessions will expire after this period of inactivity. A value of “0” disables the
inactivity check so that the session will never be closed due to inactivity.
o Offline: When the connection between the WebVision server and the web browser is interrupted, the session data will be retained in the memory for reconnection. Session data
is erased after the Session timeout period elapses. “0“ sets a default timeout of 12 hours
to avoid memory leaks.
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• Config lock timeout (seconds): Time the user can maintain a configuration locked in without modifying it. This lock is also released when the user session expires.
• Title: Name used in the web browser tab to identify the project.
• Max history tags: Maximum amount of tags permitted to load in one single historical chart in order
to avoid performance issues.
• Default expanded levels: Depth of the expanded levels for tag picker controls when opened for
the first time.
• Global font: Default font applied to visual components.
• Maximum execution time: Maximum execution time for expressions and functions before the executing script is automatically stopped to avoid infinite loops. This value is expressed in milliseconds.
• Server mode: WebVision supports traditional non-secure HTTP connections and secure
HTTPS connections.
o HTTP: Select the port and network interfaces accepting connections.
o HTTPS: Select the port and network interfaces accepting connections. Users can set which
hosts should be included in the digital certificate and download the digital certificate for
installation on the web browser to avoid the security warning.

Installing the digital certificate on your browser
When accessing WebVision using HTTPS, the web browser may display a security warning to notify
users that the digital certificate is not recognized as valid. In order to avoid this message, the digital
certificate can be imported and installed on the client machine.
1. Include the certified hosts (all urls, domains, and IP addresses used to access WebVision from other
systems). Localhost and 127.0.0.1 are included by default.
2. Save the new settings by selecting “restart the module” when prompted.
3. Export the certificate by clicking the button to the right of the HTTPS entry on the configuration
settings tree.
4. Install the certificate in the web browser to the Trusted Root Certification Authorities group. More
information available in the appendix.
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Designer
The Designer can be launched from the WebVision configuration page in the WebUI, as shown in the
below image. Alternatively, the designer can be launched directly from the web browser by adding /designer to the WebVision url.

Figure 5: Buttons in the bottom-right corner for launching the Designer and Viewer

The Designer includes the following areas:
• Project tree: Contains all project elements.
• Properties tree: Displays the properties of the selected component.
• Visual area: Contains the graphical view of components.
• Buttons bar: Buttons bar with multiple functionalities:
o Save/Discard
o Opened elements tabs
o Snap grid
o Preview mode
o Burger menu
More information on these items in the below chapters.
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Figure 6: Designer overview

Key shortcuts
The following shortcut keys can be used when working in the designer:
• ctrl + s: save
• ctrl + x: cut
• ctrl + c: copy
• ctrl + d: duplicate
• ctrl + v: paste (when selecting the paste destination)
• ctrl + drag: duplicates and drags the new element

Project tree
The Project tree contains all project templates, organized into a tree like structure with “system” folders
for distinguishing between the different elements types.

DataSets
Datasets are elements that represent a collection of related information sets. There are two types of datasets:
• Historical DataSets. Historical datasets present data organized into [date, value] pairs, where the
date is a timestamp and the value is the associated value to a given date. The data for Historical
datasets is retrieved from N3uron Historian.
• Derived DataSets. Derived DataSets can contain any type of data organized into pairs, but they are
mostly used for allowing modifications to the data returned by other DataSets. For example, to multiply all values by two or to sum all values from two different DataSets.
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We will expand on this DataSets explanation in a later chapter.

Figure 7: Historical dataset options

Figure 8: Derived dataset for multiplying historical dataset values by 2
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Functions
Functions are elements with only one field (Script) where an expression can be specified using n parameters for use inside any other property on WebVision. More information on this in later chapters.

Templates
The Templates folder contains all visual elements when a visual element is an element with a graphical
representation, for example a gauge or an input. Visual elements have a unique set of properties that
can be set and modified in the Designer. An element property is a named variable of a distinct type that
has an effect on an element’s behavior or appearance, such as size, color, name, or visibility. They are
divided into two main groups:
• Containers: Visual elements capable of holding other visual elements within themselves.
• Components: Visual elements with a graphical representation that cannot hold other visual elements within themselves. They have children but any children are either an element without graphical
representation or non-visual elements, for example a Report component in a Report.
The following chapters will explain these different visual elements in more detail.

Properties Tree
The Properties tree shows the different personalization options available for each element type (DataSets, Functions, or Templates). It includes 3 columns:
• Property: Tree representation of the element property.
• Value: Editable field for an element property, which is categorized into two main types:
o Input: A field where users can write different types of values (text, number, Boolean) and different expressions. Inputs have an additional feature that can be seen when hovering over the
input field: a feature called links, which will be explained in detail in another chapter.
▪ There are also other special inputs called controls, which have special features such
as a tag picker input or file picker input.
o An Instance list field, which allows users to add sub elements to the selected element, for
example when adding components to a container.
• Output: Result from the value field after its processing. For example, an expression of = 2 * 4 will give
an output of 8. The Output can be hidden using the button to the right of the Properties Tree header.
Since all elements in WebVision are essentially N3uron templates with some added extras, users have
access to the same options as they would in other N3uron templates. This allows for custom properties
to be added to certain elements.
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Figure 9: Properties Tree example

Help viewer
Most properties (at least those that have an associated input) include a context help entry. This help section can be accessed through the help viewer, which only appears when the selected property contains a
help entry. When selecting a property with a help entry, a bar with the title “help” will appear at the bottom
of the Properties Tree area. Click on the “help” title to display this information in a resizable area.
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Figure 10: Help viewer

Visual area
The Visual area is the area located to the right of the Project and Properties Tree. The Visual area
displays a graphical representation of each different visual element and enabled users to manipulate
these elements:
• Select and manipulate elements.
• Pan, drag, & drop elements.
• Zoom elements.
• Trigger different mouse events.
• Modify editable visual elements, such as inputs or dropdowns.
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Figure 11: Visual area displaying a container with a custom background and child gauge selection

Select and manipulate elements
When selecting an area, a dotted rectangle will appear to completely surround the selected element. If
the selected element is located inside a container, the Properties Tree will display its root node as selected. The selection tool also allows users to drag & drop elements to change their position within a
container (if such container supports drag & drop functionality).

Pan, drag, & drop
Left-clicking an element with your mouse will activate the drag & drop functionality, allowing users to
drag & drop a selected element or an unselected one, resulting in different behaviors:
• Dragging a selected element inside a container: Users can drag & drop to set its position within
the container. If the selected element has its own internal pan, like for example a map, dragging it
will result in the internal pan being modified. Therefore, in these cases, the control key must be
pressed before dragging the element in order to move it.
• Dragging an element without selection: If the element has an internal pan, the pan will also be
moved. Pressing the control key will move the parent element (if possible). For example, when in
viewer mode, we cannot move the root container.
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Zoom
The mouse scroll wheel can be used to change the zoom on an item. The designer permits two kinds
of zoom functionalities:
• Designer zoom: Allows parent visual elements to be manipulated (root container or component).
This zoom function is only intended as a visual aid for large elements where the user may need to
zoom in order to edit the visual element, but where minimal changes are required.
• Container zoom: This zoom is internal for some containers (Container, Map and Layout). It can only
be fixed if set on initial zoom.
Pressing the control key while zooming will deactivate the zoom for the selected element, passing the
zoom functionality to its parent, or changing to a designer zoom if no parent exists.

Mouse events
Multiple mouse events can be triggered from the visual area. In order to do so, the user must be in
preview mode, or deselect the element (if already selected) and then press the control key:
• Mouse enter: When mouse enters visual element boundaries.
• Mouse leave: When mouse leaves visual element boundaries.
• Mouse down: When the mouse button is held over a visual element.
• Mouse up: When the mouse button is released over a visual element.
• Mouse click: When the visual element is clicked on.
Multiple actions can be attached to these events; we will explain these in detail in another chapter.

Modifying the state of visual elements.
If when in the designer, the user activates preview mode or deselects the element (if selected) and
presses the control key, the element can be interacted with as if in production mode. For example,
setting a value to a visual input or selecting a value in a dropdown component.

Buttons Bar
The Buttons Bar features multiple functionalities for interacting with the backend, user interface, and
even visual elements.
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Save/Discard
The Save and Discard buttons allow users to send changes to the backend to be saved or discarded
and reload the most recently saved changes. These buttons will remain disabled when there are no
pending changes to save in the configuration. If pending changes do need to be saved, a timer will
display the remaining inactivity time period that the configuration is locked for to other users.

Figure 12: New definition fields

Figure 13: Lock timeout countdown

Opened elements tabs
Opened tabs allow users to navigate between opened tabs and close them using the central mouse
button or by clicking on the close (X) button.

Figure 14: Tabs example
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Snap grid
The Snap grid is used to fix positions when dragging a visual element inside a visual element container.
When snap is activated and the grid size is more than zero, a dotted grid will be applied over the root
visual element currently being displayed. This grid fixes dots as unique valid points to drop the dragged
element to. The element drop position will be determined by the position of its origin.

Figure 15: Activated Snap with a gauge dropped onto the dotted grid with its origin in the element’s center.
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Preview mode
The “preview” button is located to the right of the buttons bar, which can be used to toggle between the
“editor” and “preview” mode. When in preview mode, any selections will be deactivated and any mouse
interactions, modifications to visual elements, or trigger events, will not require the control key to be held
down for launch. The only visible interface displayed will be an “edit” button in the bottom-right corner
for toggling back to the “editor mode”.

Figure 16: Preview mode
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Burger menu
The burger button located to the left of the buttons bar displays multiple available actions (these actions
will be detailed in another chapter). These Burger actions include:
• Tag alias
• Manage lock
• Timezone
• Save configuration
• Load configuration
• Logout

Figure 17: Burger menu
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Viewer
The Viewer will initially load the template marked as “Startup template” on the designer. The selected
template will be marked with an asterisk (*). If no startup template is selected, an error message will be
displayed when opening the Viewer:

Figure 18: Set startup template
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Figure 19: Unset startup template

Figure 20: No startup template error popup.
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The Viewer mode is intended for end users such as operators who are not going to design the interface,
but instead, just use it. The key differences from the designer are:
• No Designer UI. Only contains a visual area that is created using the preselected startup template.
• Startup template will match web browser size, regardless of the template’s original size.
• Only the startup template will be loaded, resulting in quicker loading.
• No selection, pan, or zoom interactions are permitted (however, the internal container zoom can be
purposefully activated in the “Zoom & Pan” section).
• Holding the control key is not needed for launch events (click, mouse enter, etc.)

Figure 21: Viewer overview
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The Viewer can be launched from the WebVision configuration page in the WebUI, as shown in the
below image:

Figure 22: Buttons in the bottom-right corner for launching the Designer and Viewer

Alternatively, the Viewer can also be accessed by adding /ui to the url used to connect to the system.
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Burger menu
Tag Alias
When the “tag alias” entry is selected using the burger button menu, a popup will appear with a tree
representing the alias tree. Users can define different tag groups and tag aliases from this tree. This
alias or alias group can then be accessed using its tree path starting with “@”.

Figure 23: Creating a Tag alias

Figure 24: Example alias path
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Once the project includes aliases, the tag picker helper can be used to toggle between different tag
and alias views.

Figure 25: Tag picker displaying an alias

Manage lock
When the “Manage lock” burger menu entry is selected, a popup will appear with information about the
current lock. Sometimes, when the web browser is disconnected from the backend, configuration may
remain locked. However, provided that the user is logged in as same user that applied the lock, users
can release this using the “force unlock” button in the “Manage lock” popup.

Figure 26: Manage lock popup
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Save configuration
The “Save configuration” menu entry allows users to download the current configuration to local computer storage.

Load configuration
The “Load configuration menu” option allows users to upload a previously saved configuration to WebVision. If the user has already modified the container, a warning popup will be displayed asking for
permission to overwrite.

Logout
This menu option allows users to close the current session and return to the login page.
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Input helpers
Input helpers provide support for accomplishing tedious tasks, like manually writing tag paths or picking
component properties. The Input helpers menu appears when hovering over an input field and clicking
on the gear icon.

Figure 27: Input helpers location
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Link tag
Link tag entry allows users to pick a tag and select one of its properties. When selected, a popup will
open to allow users to select a tag without needing to know the path from memory. The helper popup
also allows users to navigate between previously defined tag aliases.
The helper is divided into two sections: the top part allows users to select a tags group and the bottom
part allows users to select one of the tags inside the selected tag.

Figure 28: A: Select tag popup with alias; B: Select tag popup without alias

After selecting a tag and clicking on the select tag button, another popup will open to enable users to
select a concrete property for the selected tag. After selecting the desired property, the input will be filled
with an expression like the following example: =tag(“<tag path>.<property path>”).
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Figure 29: Select tag property popup

Figure 30: Tag expression generated for the selected tag and property

In some cases, when the input is expecting a tag path or a group path, the tag properties pop-up window
will be omitted.

Link property
Most of the properties in WebVision can be linked to other properties or tag values. This allows for a
greater deal of flexibility. For instance, the color of a component can be changed based on a certain tag
value, or the size of a rectangle can change based on the size of the parent container, which can then
be used to create a border in the parent container.
The Link Property helper allows users to link one property to another, without needing to know the
property path. When selected, a popup will open, which is divided into two sections:
• The top part allows users to search through the elements tree that is directly related to the input parent
element. For example, the below image shows how testMap siblings, parents, and children can be
selected, meaning that either “mapTestGauge”, “testGauge” or “testContainer1” can be selected. However, “testContainer2” is not available for selection since it’s not directly related to “testMap”.
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• The bottom part allows users to select a property from the selected element.

Figure 31: Select instance popup

Figure 32: testGauge size property linked to testMap size property
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If a property value is changed, the property values linked to it will automatically update to reflect
the new value.
The expression =property() refers to any property but there are also two specialized expressions
that can be used to make a more readable expression:
• =self(<path>) is equivalent to =property(.<path>) and points to other properties from the
same component.
• =parent(<path>) is equivalent to =property(../.<path>) and points to a property from the
parent component.

Link function
Link function allows elements to be selected inside the Functions project folder. The output is an expression like =func(“<function name>”, parameter1, parameter2). Any parameters required by this function must be written manually, following the function name.

Figure 33: Function selection popup

Figure 34: Result from function selection with error message due to missing parameters
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Figure 35: Example function including two parameters.

Link DataSet
Link DataSet opens a select property popup that only permits DataSet selection in order to generate
expressions like =dataset(“<dataset path>”).

Figure 36: Select dataset popup

Figure 37: Dataset selection result
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Link UI
The Link UI helper gives users easy access to a variety of functionalities:
• Time milliseconds: Current milliseconds since epoch. The generated expression is: =ui(“time”)
• Time string: Current date with “<Year-month-day hour:minute:second format>”. The generated expression is: =ui(“timestr”)
• Time offset milliseconds: Offset from GMT in milliseconds. The generated expression is:
=ui(“timeoffset”)
• Timezone: Currently selected timezone in text format. The generated expression is: =ui(“timezone”)
• Width: Current window width, the generated expression is: =ui(“width”)
• Height: Current window height, the generated expression is: =ui(“height”)
• User name: Logged user name, the generated expression is: =ui(“user.name”)
• User write permission: Returns true or false, depending on if the user has written permission. The
generated expression is: =ui(“user.writePermission”)
• Time offset string: Offset from GMT in text format, for example: “GMT+01:00”. The generated expression is: =ui(“timeoffsetstr”)
The following inputs update automatically:
• Time functions continuously update values.
• Timezone and timezone offset automatically updates when the timezone changes.
• Width/Height updates when window is resized.

Figure 38: Available UI functionalities
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Expression editor
Sometimes expressions grow to become scripts that cannot be easily written, updated, and edited inside
an input writing area. In these cases, the expression editor can be used. The Expression editor is a
popup that allows users to edit an expression in a comprehensive editor that includes syntax highlighting, automatic indentation, code folding, line counting, text selection highlighting and other features.
Other functionalities available outside the editor:
• Multiple types of highlighting can be employed inside the editor. For example: Functions use JavaScript but SVG contains a field capable of highlighting HTML syntax.
• Right-hand Buttons bar: these buttons are helpers used to append the selected helper result to the
expression text as opposed to direct link access, which overwrites the current input value.
• Bottom bar buttons allow users to import a file with the relevant code and open it in the editor area.
• Return keyword is optional. If not present, the result from the last line will automatically be returned.

Figure 39: Expression editor popup

Figure 40: Multiline script result from expression editor popup
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Set animation
Most WebVision inputs can be accompanied by an animation, which will play whenever the value
changes, resulting in a smooth transition between the previous value and the new value. Animations
can also be set to custom properties.
Set animation opens a popup that allows users to apply an animation to the selected input. The following
options are available:
• Enabled: Activates/deactivates animation.
• Duration: Sets animation duration time.
• Ease type: Used to control how the animation is interpolated between the initial value and the final
value, with the following options:
o Linear: Animation speed is constant.
o Ease In: Animation starts slow and gradually picks up speed.
o Ease Out: Animation starts at a normal pace and slows when nearing the end.
o Ease In & Out: Animation is a combination of the two previous animations.
Once the animation has been saved, a play icon is shown before the input label. The animation can be
edited using the Input helpers menu.

Figure 41: A: Set animation popup; B: Input example with animation and Edit animation helper.
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Function elements
Function
Functions are elements that define an expression, which can be used inside expressions across the entire
WebVision project. Each function contains a script that is executed every time the function is invoked.
• Script is a JavaScript code that can receive parameters through an array called “argv”.
• Script can be accessed from any other input in the project using the expression =func(“name”,
parameter1, parameter2, …, parameterN).

Figure 42: Example function for multiplying an array received as the first parameter by a number received as the second parameter.

Figure 43: Usage example and execution result

Figure 44: Function helper result – an error occurred due to missing parameters
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Dataset elements
DataSets are elements used to gather and present data using multiple data sources. The DataSets
project folder contains the templates for DataSets that are ready to be instantiated inside each component. For performance reasons, the data from a dataset is not loaded until an instance from the same
dataset exists and is referenced by another element.

Historical DataSets
Historical DataSets present data organized into [date, value] pairs, where the date is a timestamp and
value is the value associated to that given date. Data from Historical DataSets is retrieved from N3uron
historian. Historical DataSets include the following options:
• Tag: Path of the tag to be loaded.
• Autoreload: Configuration of data autoreload
o Enabled: Activate/deactivate data autoreloading.
o Interval: Autoreload interval in seconds.
• Date mode: Allows users to select different ways of displaying the data start and end dates.
o Relative: Allows users to select the start and end date in accordance with the current date.
o Absolute: Allows users to select a start and end date as absolute dates.
o Current: Allows users to select an interval between the current moment and a previous moment defined by the offset.
• Date: Configuration for different Date modes:
o Relative: Start and end dates are configured using an offset displayed in days or weeks and
a time offset in milliseconds
▪ Offset: Offset relative to current moment.
▪ Time: Absolute offset over the relative offset.
o Absolute: Allows dates to be specified as absolute values.
▪ Start: Absolute start date.
▪ End: Absolute end date.
o Current: Allows users to specify the date between a selected negative offset and the current
moment.
▪ Offset: Negative offset from current date.
▪ Units: Offset units (seconds, minutes or hours).
• Mode: Configuration of data representations.
• Aggregated: Allows users to aggregate data using different methods.
• Raw: Presents data exactly as it is stored in the historical database.
• Delta: Only presents values when they have changed beyond the deadband value. Includes
all values after the change.
• Filter: Only presents values when they have changed beyond the deadband value. Includes
all values before and after the change.
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• Mode configuration: Configuration properties for different modes.
o Aggregated:
▪ Aggregation method: Type of aggregation applied to data. Choose between:
-

Tag configuration: Value configured within the tag.

-

Avg: Weighted-time average for the selected aggregation interval.

-

Min: Minimum value for the selected aggregation interval.

-

Max: Maximum value for the selected aggregation interval.

-

First: First value for the selected aggregation interval.

-

Last: Last value for the selected aggregation interval.

▪ Aggregation interval: Interval for the aggregated data:
-

Value: Interval value.

-

Units: Value units.

o Raw: No special configuration, raw values only.
o Delta and Filter:
▪ Deadband: Defines the data change threshold.

Figure 45: Historical dataset properties
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Derived DataSets
Derived DataSets can contain any type of data organized into pairs, but they are mostly used to allow
modifications to be made to the data returned by another dataset. For example, to multiply all values by
two or sum all values from two different DataSets. Derived DataSets include the following properties.
• DataSet: Field containing the dataset. Users can reference DataSets, introduce DataSets manually
and create expressions using mathematical operations.
• DataSets: Instance list of accessible datasets to operate within the Dataset field.

Figure 46: Example combination of a historical dataset, mathematical operation, and a manually written dataset
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Visual elements
Common properties
All visual elements share the following general properties:

Size
The Size fields allow users to set the element size using two fields: width and height. The size can be
any numerical value (either a simple number or an expression that links to another property) or a numerical tag.

Tooltip
For each component, a tooltip with the following parameters can be displayed.
• Show: Boolean value that enables an activate/deactivate tooltip.
• Content: Text displayed inside the tooltip.
• Show position: Position relative to the element.
• Show on: Determines when the tooltip will be shown by hovering over the element or clicking on it.
• Show delay: Time in milliseconds until the tooltip is shown (0 for immediate).
• Hide delay: Time in milliseconds until the tooltip is hidden (0 to stop the tooltip from being hidden).

Figure 47: Example of Tooltip options
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Style
Allows users to configure basic style elements. In addition to the general style options, each component
may include more specific groups of options. General style options include:
• Padding: Empty space between element border and element contents. Each border side can be set
independently.
• Background color: Background color.
• Border: Element border. Border is not affected by padding. Border has 3 options:
o Border width.
o Border color.
o Border radius: roundness of border corners.
• Scroll color: If the element has a scroll, this property controls the color of the scroll bars.

Figure 48: Gauge with Background color, Padding, and border with border radius

Container
When a visual element is located inside a container, a new properties group will be created. A container
with the related properties for managing the element inside the container includes:
• Position (X and Y): Position of the container in pixels. If the parent container is a regular container,
X and Y coordinates are the absolute position inside this container in pixels. If the container is a map,
the position will be based on latitude and longitude.
• Layer: Layers make it possible to control how different components overlap. Layer 0 (default) is the
lower level (backward). As many layers as required can be used to organize the overlay.
• Quality: Used to automatically add an overlay to the component, based on the quality of a tag, in order
to provide a quick insight into the quality of the data associated to the component. This property is usually
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linked to the quality of the tag associated to the component or to an expression in order manage the
quality overlay. Quality codes used by this field are in accordance with the OPC standard:
o Quality overlay disabled: empty field.
o Bad Quality (Red overlay): quality < 64.
o Uncertain Quality (128 > quality >= 64): Orange overlay.
o Good Quality (quality >= 192): No overlay.
• Visible: Allows the visibility of the component to be controlled. This can be used with events to
display the component on one event and set it to invisible in another event. For example, a popup
can made visible when clicking on a certain button and invisible when clicking another button.
• Opacity: Controls the opacity of the component. Zero is completely transparent and 1 is completely opaque.
• Rotation: Rotates the component clockwise, in degrees.
• Origin (X and Y): Points to where the position is applied. The default value is (0,0), meaning the
upper-left corner. X equals to 1, meaning the right side of the component and Y equals to 1,
meaning the bottom side. The Origin can be set outside the component by using a value that is
negative or greater than 1.
• Size: Only available when the parent is a layout. Defines the element’s width/height based on
layout orientation.
• Size type: Only available when the parent is a map. Defines how the element size is calculated,
relative to container size or geographical longitude.

Figure 49: Origin X and Y examples
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Instances container fields
When the element is an instance of a template, additional fields will be shown to manage the size and
position of the container and determine how the element fits inside its container.

Figure 50: testContainer1 with a normal gauge child and a gauge child that is an instance of the testGauge project.
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• Width/height: Defines the viewport size, not the element size. The element will fit inside the viewport
according to the fit method.

Figure 51: Gauge instance size of 300x300 fitted inside a viewport of 500x300

• Fit method: The fit method provides different methods for fitting an element inside its viewport:
o Contain: The element will be resized to fit the smallest of viewport size components (width
or height), resulting in an element that is equal to or smaller in size than the viewport.

Figure 52: Contain
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o Cover: The element will be resized to fit the largest of the viewport size components (width
or height), resulting in an element that is equal to or larger in size than the viewport.

Figure 53: Cover

o Stretch: The element will be stretched to exactly match the viewport size, resulting in a
deformed element, unless the width/height relation of the element and the viewport is the same.

Figure 54: Stretch

o Expand: The element size will be resized to exactly match the viewport size, resulting in a
larger element.

Figure 55: Expand
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• Alignment: For Contain and Cover fit methods, the element and viewport size may differ. In these
cases, the element can be aligned inside the viewport at start, center, and end.

Figure 56: Start, center, and end alignment for a Contain method

DataSets
Containers and Chart & Report components include a dataset property. In order to access a dataset
that is defined in the Datasets project folder, it must first be instantiated inside the component’s DataSets
instance list.

Scroll
Some visual elements include a Scroll property, such as basic containers and tables (Alarm/Realtime).
Scroll has two properties:
• Enabled: Enables the activate/deactivate scroll.
• Overlay: Displays scroll as an overlay that is only visible when hovering (if activated). If not, the
scroll will be fixed and permanently visible.

Containers
Containers are visual elements capable of holding another visual element within them (components and
other containers). These elements will be shown in different ways, depending on the container type. The
behavior of an element inside a container is defined by the common properties inside the Container
subtree within the element. There are 4 different types of containers:
• Container. Positioning of the components inside a container is flexible and controlled through container options.
• Layout: Elements inside a layout are stacked as a series of rows or columns, without free movement.
The order of rows and columns is defined by its name, in alphabetical order.
• Map: In terms of the visual elements inside it, the behavior is similar to that of a Container, but the background will be an interactive map that uses geographical positions instead of absolute positions.
• Region: A special type of container, where only one of its child visual elements can be shown at once.
This type of container is recommended when swapping between screens in the same visual area.
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Common properties for containers
With the exception of Regions, all other containers include a properties group called “Zoom & Pan” to
manage the container’s internal zoom and pan:
• Enabled: Allows modifications to the current zoom and pan using mouse movements, the mouse
wheel for zoom and drag & drop for pan. If disabled, it blocks the current position, but the position
can still be modified using the corresponding properties.
• Scale/Zoom: For a container, the scale refers to the multiplier of the original size, which means that
a value of 1 will result in the original size. On Maps, this behaves like google maps or the open street
maps zoom, although it is continuous rather than discrete.
• X/Lon: Current pan position on x axis. Or, if the element is a map, the current longitude.
• Y/Lat: Current pan position on y axis. Or if element is a map, the current latitude.
• Initial Scale/X/Y | Zoom/Lon/Lat: Values used when the web browser loads the container for the first time.

Container
Container is the most basic type of containers. It applies no restrictions to an element’s positioning, only
positioning relative to its own size. It offers no special functionality outside those explained in Visual
Elements, Common properties, and Container Common Properties.

Layout
Layout is a type of container whereby elements inside it are stacked as a series of rows or columns in
alphabetical order. Other specific layout properties include:
• Layout direction: Defines if the elements are stacked as rows or columns. Row displays child elements as a row of elements, while column display them as a column

Figure 57: Layout in row mode. Each element is a new row.
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Figure 58: Same layout in column mode. Each element is a new column.

• Children size: Defines the size of each row or column. It can either be absolute in pixels (for instance, 125), relative to the total size (for instance 50%), or it can automatically fill all available space
when the value is set to <null>. If several components in the same line are configured as <null>, the
available space will be distributed evenly among them.

Figure 59: Layout with three children: one with a size of 100 and the other 2 with null size (they share the remaining empty space).
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Region
A region container allows different visual components in the same area to be swapped around inside
the project by simply pointing to the new component. A region may contain several different visual components (children), but only one of them can be shown at a time and this Child component won't have a
Container Properties Group since it is receiving these properties from the Region. The active component
is set using the “Shown child” property and must match a child’s name.
Region also allows improvements to be made to the viewer’s performance because it only loads components shown at that particular moment. The rest of the components are only loaded when shown for
the first time.
The Actions chapter explains how to add a child component to a region and show it in the region area.
A Region’s Child components are instances of template containers that are defined in the project area.

Figure 60: testRegion showing the testContainer1Instance in its visual area
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Map
Maps are very similar to basic containers, with some differences:
• The background is a map that can be manipulated in a very similar to the way Google Maps or
OpenStreetMap can.
• It uses geographic coordinates (longitude and latitude) instead of positions relative to the container.
In this way, components within the map are positioned using longitude and latitude, instead of size
units. For instance, a component with a position of 0,0 in a regular container is located in the top-left
corner, while as in a map, it’s in the coordinates (0.00, 0,00) (Gulf of Guinea).
• When zooming in, the map shows more details.
• A “Size type” property inside a child Container Properties Group will allow users to choose if the
size of the child component is absolute (Container option) and the size of the element won't
change with the zoom, or relative to the zoom (Geographic (lons) option) but instead changes
the size along with the map.

Figure 61: A Map with a gauge within the child components located at coordinates 0,0 (Gulf of Guinea)
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Components
Each component has a unique set of properties that can be set and modified in the Designer. A component property is simply a named variable with a distinct type that affects something about the component's behavior or appearance, such as size, color, name or visibility.

Common properties for components
Events
All components can have an event attached to them. Events have a trigger, such as clicking on the
component, and one or more actions that are executed whenever the event triggers. The action can be
used to write a value to a tag, or to change a property from this or another component, such as the color
or the visible property.
All components have the following events:
• Mouse enter: This event is triggered whenever the mouse pointer hovers over the component’s
container.
• Mouse leave: This event is triggered whenever the mouse pointer leaves the container after hovering over it.
• Mouse down: This event is triggered whenever the mouse is held down over the container.
• Mouse up: This event is triggered whenever the mouse button is released after being held down
on the container.
• Mouse click: This event is triggered whenever the user clicks on a component (first a mouse down,
then a mouse up). To detect clicks on a component, it’s recommended to use this event instead of
mouse up.
From these events, some components also include more specialized events:
• User input: This event triggers whenever the value of the component changes. This event is only
present in Toggle, Input, and Dropdown components.
• Selection change: This event triggers whenever the selection inside the component changes.
This event is present in AlarmTable and TagPicker.
Each event can launch a set of consecutive actions. Actions can be any of the following types:
• Write tag: Writes a value to a tag. The value is written directly without a pop-up component.
• Write tag popup: Opens a pop-up component so that the user can choose which values to write to
the selected tags.
• Write tag popup static: Opens a pop-up component so that the user can choose a new value
from a dropdown list.
• Reload historical DataSet: Forces a historical Dataset to query the data again.
• Set property: Sets a value to a selected instance property.
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• User interface: User Interface actions/configurations.
• Wait for completion: Waits for the previous actions to finish before continuing.
• Wait for timeout: Waits for the time to elapse before continuing.
• Break execution: Breaks the execution sequence. If the condition is met, actions after this point will
not be executed.
• Ack alarm: Acknowledges the alarms included in a comma separated list. Alarms are referenced
using the entire tag path, followed by a dot and the name of the alarm.
• Open URL: Opens a URL in a new tab.
• Print: Launches the web browser’s printing dialogue to print the selected element.
• Open historical: Opens a pop-up screen with the Historian client tool to access historical data.
• Load report pdf: Force loads the selected PDF report.
• Download report pdf: Downloads the selected PDF report.
• Open instance: Opens selected instance on a given Region or in a popup.
A more detailed description about events can be found in the actions chapter.

Figure 62: Example list of actions triggered by an event

Events can be configured to determine how they interact with the operator:
• Set busy: When enabled, a grey gear is displayed over the top of the component that triggered the
event while actions are being executed.
• Show warning: When enabled, a confirmation pop-up dialogue is shown before launching the
execution.
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Font style
Some components with configurable text, such as Label, Input, or RealtimeTag, have a group of common style properties related to the font:
• Color: Font color. This field supports any valid CSS color. More information in the CSS color
format appendix.
• Size: Font size, in pixels.
• Weight: Font weight; normal or bold.
• Decoration: Font decoration; add lines to text in multiple positions.
• Style: Activates the italics font.
• Align: Allows text to be aligned inside the element’s visual area.
Table styles
Table elements, such as Alarm table and Realtime table, include a set of common styles related to the
header, body, and borders. Cell/Row colors can also be configured to act as filters based on regular
expressions. This allows certain rows/cells to be colored inside the table. Whilst there are some differences between these two tables, they’re similar enough to being included in this chapter.
• Table header styles
o Resizer color: Color of the resizer anchor for column resizing:

Figure 63: Resizer color

• Font: Font color. This field supports any valid CSS color. More information can be found in the CSS
color format appendix
• Background color: Header background color.
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• Table body styles
o No rows color: Color for the “No Rows To Show” message. For example, a red message.

Figure 64: No rows color

o Font: Same as previous font style section.
o Background
▪ Color: Background color for the body (not for rows, only the background).
▪ Selected row color: Color of selected rows.
▪ Hover row color: Color of rows when hovered over.
▪ Even row color: Color of even rows when not hovered over or affected by the selection mode style.
▪ Odd row color: Color of odd rows when not hovered over or affected by the selection mode style.
• Table border style
o Header color: Color of the separator between the table header and body.
o Header width: Width of the separator between the table header and body.
o Body color: Color of the separators between rows in the body.
o Body width: Width of the separators between rows in the body.
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Figure 65: Table border style

• Row/Cell colors: Row/Cell colors allow filters to be added with text and a background color, which
will match regular expression patterns for preselected columns. Colors will be applied following a
certain set of rules:
o Conflicting filters will be applied in alphabetical order. Two filters affecting the same values
will be applied in the order they appear in within the instance list.
o Cell filters have priority over Row filters.
o Hover/selected color has priority over filter background color.
• Row/cell color properties
o Column: Column for searching for filtered values (these are concrete table columns).
o Filter: Regular expression for checking the selected column.
o Text color: Color of the text that matches the filter.
o Background color: Color of the background that matches the filter.
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Figure 66: Row/Cell color filter example

Alarm counter
The Alarm counter displays the number of alarms matching the configuration of the following filters:
• Path: Filters alarms by tag path. Only tags included in this tag path are included.
• Sublevels: When set to true, filters include all sublevels of the path.
• Filter: Regular expression (regex) applied to the tag path. Only tags matching the regular expression
are included.
• Status: Filters the alarm status using a comma separated list of the following codes:
o Cleared and acked: 0
o Active and acked: 1
o Cleared and unacked: 2
o Active and unacked: 3
• Minimum priority: Filter for excluding low priority alarms.
• Count: This property indicates the number of alarms matching the filters.

Alarm table
The Alarm Table component can be configured to list the current status of alarms (Realtime) or the
evolution of alarms through their different statuses within a specific period of time (Historical Alarms).
Alarms must be set up on a Tag for it to show up in the Alarm Table. Alarm Historization must
also be enabled in the same node as WebVision in order to access historical alarms.
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Besides these generic options, the following Alarm Table options should also be configured:
• Alarms: This option allows users to apply rules in order to filter the alarms displayed in the Alarm Table.
o Path: Filters alarms by tag path. Only tags included in this tag path will be included.
o Sublevels: When set to true, filter will include all sublevels of this path.
o Filter: Regular expression (regex) applied to the tag path. Only tags matching the regular
expression will be included.
o Status: Filters alarm status using a comma separated list of the following codes:
▪ Cleared and acked: 0
▪ Active and acked: 1
▪ Cleared and unacked: 2
▪ Active and unacked: 3
o Minimum priority: Filter for excluding low priority alarms.
o Type: Realtime displays the current status of alarms, while Historical demonstrates the evolution
of alarms throughout each status within a specific period of time (defined in Start and End).
o Multiselection: Enables more than one alarm to be selected in the table.
o Selected: This property contains the tag path for all of the selected alarms.
• Columns: Allows table columns to be hidden/shown.

Figure 67: Alarm table with multiple configured options

Button
This component enables users to associate certain actions to button clicks. All options can be set up
statically or dynamically (linked to another property). It’s also possible to enable/disable the entire
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component. In addition to event properties, which determines the main functionality for the button, the
following configuration options are also available:
• Background styles:
o Main color: Button color when not hovered over.
o Hover color: Button color when hovered over.
o Disabled color: Button color when disabled.
• Button:
o Label: Displayed text on button’s visual element.
o Disabled: Enables/disables button functionality (changes button color and blocks the hover
color and events disable function).

Figure 68: Button configuration properties

Chart
The Chart component presents DataSets in a graphical way. The general procedure for configuring
charts is to create DataSets and populate them with data in a format that the chart can support. Series
can then be added to the chart and associated to a dataset. Charts offer the following configuration
properties:
• Styles:
o Legend: Legend related style properties.
▪ Show: Show/hide legend.
▪ Legend font size: Font size for legend labels.
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▪ Label color: Label text color.
▪ Disabled color: Label text color when a series is disabled.
o Series: Series related style properties.
▪ Tooltip enabled: Enables/disables tooltip when hovering over a series.
▪ Tooltip font size: Font size for series border.
▪ Marker radius: Dot radius on data points when a series is a line or area type.
▪ Line width: Width of line when series is a line or area type.
▪ Border color: Border color for series that are a column or bar type.
▪ Border width: Border width for series that are a column or bar type.
o Title: Chart title style properties.
▪ Font size: Title font size.
▪ Color: Title font color.
o Subtitle: Subtitle style properties.
▪ Font size: Subtitle font size.
▪ Color: Subtitle font color.
o X axis: X axis related style properties.
▪ Chart lines width: Vertical chart line (coincident with data points) width.
▪ Chart lines color: Vertical chart line (coincident with data points) color.
▪ Line color: Separator line between x axis labels and series area color.
▪ Line width: Separator line between x axis labels and series area width.
▪ Tick spacing: Horizontal axis spacing between label ticks. Only applies to datetime
types without a label alias.
▪ Force tick start: When True, a tick is forced at the start of the X axis.
▪ Force tick end: When True, a tick is forced at the end of the X axis.
▪ Title font size: Text size of X axis title.
▪ Labels font size: Text size of X axis labels.
▪ Text color: Text color of X axis title and labels.
o Y axis: Y axis related style properties.
▪ Align lines: When True, automatically aligns horizontal grid lines from different series. Must be properly coordinated with Y axis Tick count configuration.
▪ Axis spacing: Spacing between multiple axes.
▪ Title font size: Text size of all Y axis titles.
▪ Labels font size: Y axis label text size.
• Chart: Configuration properties for the chart.
o Title: Chart title.
o Subtitle: Chart subtitle.
o X Axis: X axis configuration options.
▪ Text alias: Text alias allows users to display labels instead of values. The first
label corresponds to 0 and increments by one for each label in the list. There are
3 ways to define the label list:
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-

Comma separated list. Example: Jan,Feb,Mar,Apr alias to values 0,1,2,3

-

Array in an expression. Example: =[“Jan”,“Feb”,“Mar”,“Apr”]; alias to values 0,1,2,3.

-

Array in an expression with value-label pairs. Example: =[[10, “Jan”],[20,
“Feb”],[30, “Mar”],[40, “Apr”]; alias to values 10,20,30,40.

▪ Title: X axis title.
▪ Minimum: Sets the minimum value of the X axis, hiding smaller values.
-

This option will only be applied when the x axis is a Datetime type or the Text
alias field is empty.

-

<null> or empty for an automatic limit.

▪ Maximum: Sets the maximum value of the X axis, hiding larger values.
-

This option will only be applied when the x axis is a Datetime type or the Text
alias field is empty.

-

<null> or empty for an automatic limit.

▪ Type: There are two X axis types available.

Figure 69: X axis Datetime and Categories types

-

Datetime: X axis values are timestamps and labels are formatted timestamps.

-

Categories: A category will be defined for each series, which will include the total
cumulative value of the entire series.

▪ Shared Y axis: Y axis configuration options. As the name suggests, properties are shared
between all the series sharing the base Y axis. A series can have its own Y axis, which
when set in this way, will share these same properties for configuring the Y axis.
-

Text alias: Text alias allows users to display labels instead of values. The first
label corresponds to 0 and increments by one for each label in the list. There are
3 ways to define the label list:
o Comma separated list. Example: Jan,Feb,Mar,Apr alias to values 0,1,2,3
o Array in an expression. Example =[“Jan”,“Feb”,“Mar”,“Apr”]; alias to values 0,1,2,3.
o Array in an expression with value-label pairs. Example: =[[10, “Jan”],[20,
“Feb”],[30, “Mar”],[40, “Apr”]; alias to 10values,20,30,40.
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-

Values: Y axis value configuration.
o Minimum: Sets the Y axis minimum value, hiding smaller values.
-

<null> or empty for an automatic limit.

o Maximum: Sets the Y axis maximum value, hiding larger values.
-

<null> or empty for an automatic limit.

Padding: Y axis spacing configuration.
o Minimum: Add extra spacing at the start of the axis. Value is expressed
as a percentage (a value of 0.05 corresponds to 5%). For an axis ranging
from 0 to 100, a value of 0.05 makes the start value -5 instead of 0.
-

If Tick Force start is set to True, the actual start will be moved to fit the
tick count.

o Maximum: Add extra spacing at the end of the axis. Value is expressed
as a percentage (a value of 0.05 corresponds to 5%). For an axis ranging
from 0 to 100, a value of 0.05 makes the end value 105 instead of 100.
-

If Tick Force end is set to True, the actual end will be moved to fit the
tick count.

-

Ticks: Ticks related configuration.
o Count: Number of ticks on this axis. Ignored if Text alias has been set. If
set to a specific number, align lines will not work as expected unless all
axes are set to the same tick count.
-

If value is left empty, ticks will be selected automatically, otherwise, the
number of ticks will be displayed. The minimum permitted is 2 ticks,
which corresponds to both minimum and maximum.

o Force start: When set to True, a tick will be forced at the start of the axis.
o Force end: When set to True, a tick will be forced at the end of the axis.
-

Style: Specific styles for each Y axis.
o Chart lines width: Width of the grid lines associated to this axis. Input 0 to hide.
o Chart lines color: Color of the grid lines associated to this axis.
o Axis line width: Width of vertical grid lines. Input 0 to hide.
o Axis line color: Color of vertical grid lines.
o Text color: Color of axis title and labels.
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The Chart component defines data based on a series; each series is defined as a sub element of a chart
inside an instance list labeled as “Series”. Each series has multiple configuration properties, which define its behavior and appearance.
• Label: Series label.
• Color: Series color.
• Type: Series type; can be Line, Area, Bar or Column, as seen in the below images.

Figure 70: Line, Area, Bar or Column

• Interpolation: Draw series with a stepped line.
• DataSet: Series data in dataset format.
• Y axis:
o Shared: Series shares Y axis with other series.
o Own: Series uses its own Y axis.
• yAxis: Y axis options based on Y axis type.
o Shared:
▪ Stacked: When enabled, values of this series will be stacked with other stacked
series.
o Own: Includes the same properties as the Shared Y Axis properties group.

Figure 71: Chart with two series
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Datetime picker
The Datetime Picker component uses a calendar to select the date and time. Once clicked, a popup will
open with a date and time selector available as helpers. The DatetimePicker section contains specific
configuration for this component:
• Style:
o Separator: Color of the separator between the calendar and clock buttons.
o Hover color: Color of the separator between the calendar and clock buttons.
o Buttons icon color: Color of the separator between the calendar and clock buttons.
o Buttons icon color (hover): Calendar button icon color when hovering.
• DatetimePicker:
o Value: Displays selected time in epoch format using milliseconds. This format makes this
value easier to use in other calculations.
• Type: Allows users to select one of the following options:
o Datetime: Select date and time.
o Date: Select date only.
o Time: Select time only.

Figure 72: DatetimePicker with multiple configured options and date picker popup

Dropdown
A dropdown component is used to create a list of choices, where only one can be selected at a time.
The specific options for this component are listed in the Dropdown section:
• Options: Comma separated list with all required options. For instance, Apples, Oranges, Pears.
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• Selected value: Contains the current selected value. Automatically updates anytime the user
chooses a value from the dropdown. If this value is already written, the new value assigned will also
be shown in the dropdown as the selected value.

Figure 73: Dropdown example

Ellipse
An ellipse component is used to draw a generic ellipse or a circle, providing that the width and
height are equal. There is an Ellipse subsection inside the Style section, which includes the following specific properties:
• Fill color: Color of the area inside the ellipse. This value supports any valid HTML/CSS color name,
HEX code or RGB code. For more detailed information, see the Color section of this manual.
• Line width: Width in pixels.
• Line color: Color of the line. For more detailed information, see the Color section of this manual.

Figure 74: Ellipse example
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Gauge
A gauge is a visual component that can be used to show the value of a numeric tag. Gauge has multiple
configuration properties:
• Style:
o Outer color: Outer circle color.
o Outer position: Outer circle position in a radius percentage from 0 to 1.
o Outer size: Outer circle size in a radius percentage from 0 to 1.
o Inner color: Inner circle color.
o Inner position: Inner circle position in a radius percentage from 0 to 1.
o Inner size: Inner circle size in a radius percentage from 0 to 1.
o Arc color: Arc color.
o Arc position: Arc position in a radius percentage from 0 to 1.
o Arc size: Arc size in a radius percentage from 0 to 1.
o Fill color: Fill (interior) color.
o Text value color: Text value (upper) color.
o Text value size: Text size (upper) relative to radius.
o Text percentage color: Text percentage (lower) color.
o Text percentage size: Text size (lower) relative to radius.
• Gauge:
o Show: Determines whether the gauge will include the total value only, the percentage, or both.
o Value: Current gauge value. Value will be shown on gauge as an arc.
o Minimum: Minimum value for permitted range of values. Values below this minimum will
result in a negative percentage.
o Maximum: Maximum value for permitted range of values. Values above this maximum will
result in percentages higher than 100%.
o Unit: Unit displayed alongside the value.
o Decimals: Number of decimals displayed. If the value has fewer decimals than the selected
quantity, value will automatically be filled with zeros.
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Figure 75: Gauge example

Icon
The icon component inserts any of the 1850 icons from Font Awesome 5.13.0 (with the exception of
brand icons). The entire list can be found at https://fontawesome.com/v5.13.0/icons?d=gallery. The
color of the icon can be configured in the Styles section, while the specific configuration for this component can be found in the Icon section:
• Icon: Name of the icon, as per Font Awesome. The drop down contains just a few example icons
but the name of any other icon from Font Awesome version 5.13.0 can also be used.
• Type: Allows users to choose between four icon different styles (solid, regular, light and duotone). If
duotone is selected, new options will be available in the style properties group. Duotone is also available for all elements with configurable icons, such as Tree.
o Primary: Primary component style configuration.
▪ Color: Primary color.
▪ Opacity: Primary opacity
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o Secondary: Secondary component style configuration.
▪ Color: Secondary color.
▪ Opacity: Secondary opacity.

Figure 76: Icon example

Image
This component inserts images onto the screen. Supported image formats are .jpg, .png,.svg and gif.

Input
An input component is a text box in which the user can enter a value. When using events associated
to this component, the inserted value can be written to a tag or used to change a property in another
component.

Label
This component can display any text or value. In this way, its value can be linked to a tag to display any
of its properties, such as value, quality, or timestamp.

Line
This component inserts lines onto the screen. The line is defined by the coordinates of the start and
end point. Each coordinate is relative to the line container and can be expressed in pixels or as a
percentage of the container.

Pie chart
Pie chart displays data as a circular chart divided into different sections, each representing a series,
much like the Chart series. The value of these sections is the sum of the total values in the dataset
that has been configured in the corresponding series dataset field. Pie charts include the following
properties.
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•

Style:
o Legend:
▪ Show: Show/hide legend.
▪ Legend font size: Legend text size in pixels.
▪ Label color: Legend labels text color.
▪ Disabled color: Legend labels text color for disabled series.
o Series:
▪ Tooltip enabled: Enable/disable tooltip when hovering.
▪ Tooltip font size: Text size for tooltip.
▪ Border color: Series border color.
▪ Border width: Series border width.
o Labels: Data labels are labels that are attached to every chart sector to display the series
name and value
▪ Show: Show/hide labels.
▪ Font size: Labels text size.
▪ Color: Labels text color.
▪ Distance: Distance between the chart labels and border. Negative values can be
used to place the label inside the chart.
o Title:
▪ Font size: Title text size in pixels
▪ Color: Title text color.
o Subtitle:
▪ Font size: Subtitle text size in pixels.
▪ Color: Subtitle text color.
o

Chart:
▪ Title: Title displayed as text.
▪ Subtitle: Subtitle displayed as text.

A Series contains the data represented in each pie chart section. It includes the following configuration properties.
• Label: Series name displayed on the data labels, tooltip and legend.
• Color: Series color.
• DataSet: Series data in dataset format.
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Figure 77: Pie chart example with two series

Realtime table
This component inserts a table containing the current values from multiple tag properties and shares all
the same styles as the Alarm table component. It includes the following specific configuration properties:
• Path: The path to the group of tags to be included in the table. Does not include sublevels.
• Multiselection: Enables multiselection.
• Show full path: When enabled, the tag name displays the full tag path.
• Selected: Indicates current rows path selection in a comma separated list.
As for Alarm tables, the Realtime table also includes a columns properties group, which allows
users to show/hide individual columns.

Figure 78: Example of Realtime table
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Realtime tag
This component is an easy way to show the value of a tag alongside its timestamp and delta indicator.
It has the following configuration properties.
• Styles: Realtime tag color configuration
o Delta color increment: Color for the delta, when positive.
o Delta color decrement: Color for the delta, when negative.
o Timestamp color: Timestamp color.
o Error color: Color of error messages. For example, when trying to display a non-existent tag.
• Tag: Tag configuration options.
o Path: Refers to the path of the tag.
o Delta timeout: Time the delta value is displayed for after each change, in milliseconds (“null”
or empty to hide, 0 to remain permanently visible).
o Timestamp timeout Time the timestamp value is displayed for after each change, in milliseconds (“null” or empty to hide. 0 to remain always visible).
o Timestamp position: Enables the user to select the timestamp position.
▪ Top: On top of the value.
▪ Bottom: Below the value.
▪ Left: To the left of the value.
▪ Right: To the right of the delta.
▪ Middle: Between the value and delta.

Figure 79: Realtime tag example

Rectangle
This component allows users to draw a rectangle or a square, providing that the width and height are
equal. Rectangle allows the color and width of each side to be configured independently. Color can be
configured inside the style properties group and width under the Rectangle properties group.
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Report
This component allows users to create reports as representations of data inside WebVision.
• It is composed of sub elements called Report components.
• The main functionality of Report is to allow users to create a pdf file with an easily printable layout.
• Report size selection differs from other components, as it’s limited to a collection of standard paper
sheet sizes. Whilst multiple pages are permitted in pdf mode, when in designer mode it is displayed
as a continuous element with a viewport equal to the selected size.
• The internal components in Report are ordered inside layouts, which are organized into rows and
columns, similar to a Layout container.
• It contains three sections, a header and footer that are repeated at the end and start of each page
(when in pdf mode) and the body, which will occupy as many pages as necessary in order to display
all components included in the report.
• In designer mode, all data displayed is mock data and is only used as a placeholder to allow users
to design the report’s appearance and distribution. PDF mode displays real data.
• It also offers two related actions for generating and downloading PDFs from outside the report element.
• PDFs can only be generated in report instances. Report templates cannot be generated in this case.
• PDFs are displayed in a pdf viewer, which allows page navigation, pdf generation and pdf download.
Report includes the following configuration properties:
• Style:
o Report background:
▪ Header color: Header background color.
▪ Body color: Body background color.
▪ Footer color: Footer background color.
• Format:
o Page: Dropdown with multiple paper sheet sizes, which are the only permitted report sizes.
o Time zone: The time zone displayed on any report components with timestamp representations.
o Margins: General report margins.
• Report: Top, right, bottom and left margins for report body. The top and bottom margins also define
the header and footer height.
o Header: Top right, bottom and left margins from report header.
o Footer: Top right, bottom and left margins from report header.
• Report:
o Visualization: Visualization configuration allowing users to toggle between pdf and designer
mode and configure the pdf viewer.
▪ Mode: Designer or pdf.
-

Designer: The main function of this mode is to design the report layout. It’s very
similar to the design for the Layout component, but only permits report components as children.
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-

Pdf: This mode offers a pdf viewer for PDFs to be generated using the elements
added in designer mode.

▪ Generate on show: Allows reports to be generated when first shown. For example,
a report instance inside a container would be generated when the container was
shown.
▪ Pdf header: Pdf viewer header configuration
-

Hide reload: Hide/show pdf load/reload button.

-

Hide download: Hide/show pdf download button.

▪ Pdf style: Pdf viewer styles configuration.
-

Header text color: Header text color

-

Header background color: Header background color.

o Body: Instance list where the body elements will be created.
o Footer: Instance list where the footer elements will be created.
o Header: Instance list where the header elements will be created.

Figure 80: Report in designer mode and Report in pdf mode showing a generated pdf and pdf viewer
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Report components
There are three instance lists within Report, which behave similarly to the components instance list
inside containers, although they do not accept the same elements. Instead, they support a specific set
of elements known as report components.
Common properties
All report components share some properties.
Width
Defines element width. If null, the entire available width will be occupied. If the sum of all widths in the
row is larger than the page width, the elements will overflow. Only width is available as a general property, as height is a free element, meaning that it can occupy as much height as necessary.
Format
Much like General Report, Format defines the element margins, allowing spaces to be set between
the different elements to define the layout. Margins will be displayed graphically in designer mode
using this selection.

Figure 81: Margins example: while top and bottom margins increase the element height, left and right margins shrink
the contents without increasing the element width
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Style
Default styles for all report components.
• Background color: Defines the element background color. Even when the margin appears inside the
element selection, it’s not considered element space, so the background will not be extended to it.
• Border:
o Border width: Width of the border line, in pixels.
o Border color: Border color.

Report layout
All report elements must be included as components in the report layout. The Report layout is very
similar to that of a layout container. Although only the width can be controlled, the height will grow along
with the component’s height. Report layout includes the following properties.
• Page break: Defines when the page break should be relative to the element. Fit page break will only
break the page if the element does not fit inside the page.
• Direction: Defines whether elements are shown as elements of the same row or elements of the
same column.
Report chart
Report chart presents DataSets in a graphical way. The general procedure for configuring the chart
is as follows:
• Create DataSets and populate them with data in a format that the report chart supports. Series should
be added to the report chart and associated to a dataset.
• When no series has been added, mock series will be added as placeholders. These series will not
show on the pdf.

Chart has the following configuration properties:
• Height: Unlike layout, table, and label, chart has a defined height.
• xAxis format:
o Datetime: X axis values are timestamps and labels are formatted timestamps.
o Categories: A category will be defined for every series, which will show the total cumulative
value of the entire series.
• xAxis/yAxis text alias: Text alias allows users to display labels instead of values. The first label
corresponds to 0 and increments by one for every label in the list. There are 3 ways to define
the label list:
o Comma separated list. Example: Jan,Feb,Mar,Apr alias to values 0,1,2,3
o Array in an expression. Example =[“Jan”,“Feb”,“Mar”,“Apr”]; alias to values 0,1,2,3.
o Array in an expression with value-label pairs. Example: =[[10, “Jan”],[20, “Feb”],[30,
“Mar”],[40, “Apr”]; alias to values 10,20,30,40.
• Series: Instance list where the series sub elements will be instantiated.
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Report chart series
Report chart series are Report chart sub elements that define the properties of a series. Each series
is shown as a succession of time points or as a category depending on the chart mode. It has the
following properties.
• Label: Series label.
• Color: Series color.
• Chart type: Series type; can be Line, Area, Bar or Column, as seen in the following images:

Figure 82: Line, Area, Bar or Column

• Stacked: When enabled, values of this series will be stacked with other stacked series.
• DataSet: Series data in dataset format.

Figure 83: Report chart set to designer mode, without and with series & Report chart in pdf mode with real data.
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Report image
This report component inserts images onto the screen. Supported Image formats are .jpg, .png, .svg
and gif. Unlike layout, table, and label, Report image has a defined height.
Report label
Report label allows labels to be added to the report. Labels are just static text that can be added like
any other report component. As per the label component, different font styles can be set.
Report pie chart
Report pie chart displays data as a circular chart divided into sections, each representing a different
series, much like the Report chart series. The value of these sections is the sum of the total value of the
DataSets configured in the corresponding series dataset field.
• As per the Report chart, if no series have been added to the Report pie chart, mock series will
be displayed as placeholders.
The Report pie chart includes the following properties:
• Height: Report pie chart height.
• Percentage: If true, displays data labels as percentages. If not, data labels are shown as absolute values.
• Label decimals: Number of decimals shown in data labels.
• Series: Instance list where the series sub elements will be instantiated.
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Report pie chart series
Report pie chart series are Report pie chart sub elements that define the properties of a series. Each
series is shown as a sector of the chart. It has the following properties:
• Label: Series label.
• Color: Series color.
• DataSet: Series data in dataset format.

Figure 84: Report pie chart set to designer mode without and with series & Report pie chart in pdf mode with real data.

Report table
Report table allows the DataSets data to be displayed in a table format.
• As per the Report chart and Report pie chart, Report table uses series to show data.
• When no series exists, a placeholder will be shown. Placeholders will not be shown in pdfs.
• Each series is either a column or row of the table, depending on its configuration.
• In PDF mode, the table will occupy as much height as necessary.
Report table includes the following properties:
• Expressions as rows: When true, instead of showing as columns in the table, series will be displayed as rows, with the left most column set as the series name.
• Timestamp format: Timestamp format, as seen in the timestamp formatting appendix.
• Style:
o Font:
▪ Body text color: Text color for table body cells.
▪ Header text color: Text color for table header cells.
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o Table background:
▪ Header color: Background color for header. Body color can be defined by the general report component background color.
• Series: Instance list where the series sub elements will be instantiated.
Report table series
Report table series are Report table sub elements that define the properties of a series. Each series is
displayed as a row or column of the table. It includes the following properties.
• Label: Series label.
• Value format: Value format based on the Sprintf format specification; more information can be found
in Sprintf format specification appendix.
• DataSet: Series data in dataset format.

Figure 85: Report table set to designer mode without and with series & Report table in pdf mode with real data.

SVG
This is a powerful component that inserts any Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) image onto the screen.
This format is very convenient, since it gradually resizes while maintaining quality. There are also many
SVG graphics available online to avoid users having to create them from scratch.
To import an SVG into the project, users can copy the graphic code in the SVG section, or, it can be
uploaded as a file using the expression editor helper.
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Figure 86: Example SVG image

Figure 87: SVG code for the previous image in the SVG component
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Once the SVG has been imported, the value of any attribute in the Attributes section can be changed.
• Selector: Selects the element within the SVG using the CSS selector syntax. More information about
CSS selectors syntax available in w3schools and examples.
• Attribute: Specifies the attribute to change.
• Value: Specifies the value for the attribute.

Figure 88: Example of an attribute change in an SVG graphic

Sound
The Sound component enables audio playback in the client’s web browser. Each Sound component has
one or more sound clips associated with it and plays that clip-on demand. There is a built-in triggering
system, as well as specific facilities for looping the sound while the trigger is set. The sound clip can be
any .mp3 or .m4a file. The clip will be embedded within the container where the sound player is located.
Clients do not need access to a shared sound file. It includes the following properties:
• Trigger sound: When the content of this field matches the name of any of the sounds associated to
this component (see sounds section below).
• Sound volume: The volume to use for playback, from 0% to 100%.
• Action on hide: Specifies the behavior of the component when the screen containing it is hidden.
It’s important to note that the sound is loaded for the first time when its container is loaded, so it won’t
play any sound until the screen containing it is loaded.
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o Mute: Playback is muted while the container is hidden but will continue to play.
o Play: Playback continues while the component is hidden.
o Pause: Playback is paused while the component is hidden and resumed when shown again.
o Restart: Playback is stopped while hidden and re-started from the beginning when shown again.
• Mute: Different options for controlling the mute function.
o Mute: When True, clip is muted during playback.
o Unmute on trigger: When True, Mute returns to False in case a new sound is triggered
(Trigger sound changes).
o Toggle mute on click: When True, the user is able to mute/unmute by clicking on the
sound icon.
• Loop: Allows users to control clip playback.
o Loop count: How many times the sound is played when triggered. For continuous loop, set
this parameter to 0.
o Loop delay: Time between reproductions in milliseconds.
• Sounds: List of clips added to the component. The sound is played when the name of the sound
added and the Trigger value sound match. Sound clips may be .mp3 and .m4a.

Figure 89: Sound component configuration example

TagPicker
This component allows users to pick a tag from a tree. The tree is the tags hierarchy descendant for the
selected tags group. It has the following properties.
• Styles:
o Size: Tree text and icon size.
o Color: Tree text and icon color.
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o Selected/Hover color: Tree text and icon color when hovered over or selected.
o Weight: Allows font to be set to bold.
o Decoration: Allows lines to be added to text in multiple positions.
o Style: Allows text to be set to italics.
• Tree:
o Show tags: Allows tags to be shown/hidden. If hidden, only groups will be shown.
o Path: Root path of the Tags to be loaded.
o Selected: Path of the current selected tag/group. If this property is filled with a valid path,
the corresponding node will be selected inside the tree.

Figure 90: Tag picker example
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Toggle
The Toggle component represents a switch with two positions.
• Users can choose between different colors for selected and not selected options.
• The default color for selected switches is blue and grey when unselected.
• It can also be displayed with or without round borders and switch.
• The switch state on/off can be accessed using the checked property, inside the toggle group.

Figure 91: Toggle with round style and On state

Figure 92: Toggle with square style and Off state

Tree
The Tree component defines a hierarchical view of information that can be configured to expand submenu branches and menu items. The sub items can be expanded further to expose more sub items if
any exist or collapsed to hide sub items. The typical use of a tree is to allow users to navigate pages
within the graphical application. The current path selected can be obtained from the selected property.
The tree is built by recursively adding children. All nodes in the same level are ordered by the instance
name. For each child created, the following options are available:
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• ChildTree: Allows users to choose how each tree entry is presented.
o Label: Text shown on tree node.
o Icon: Icon shown on tree node. Has the same functionality as the Icon component.
o Type: Solid, Regular, Light or duotone. Has the same functionality as Icon component. If
duotone is selected, duotone options will be shown.
o Open: Current tree node status open/closed. If saved, the tree will be loaded again. Node
status will be the one in this property.
• Font style:
o Color: Text and icon color, unless icon type is duotone, in which case it will be configured
inside duotone options.
• Selected/Hover color: Text and icon color in hover/select state, unless icon type is duotone, in
which case it will be configured inside duotone options.
• Weight: Allows font to be set to bold.
• Decoration: Allows lines to be added to text in multiple positions.
• Style: Allows text to be displayed in italics.

Figure 93: Tree component example
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Actions
Actions are triggered when the event for which they were configured is triggered. Available actions are:

Write tag
Write tag allows a value to be written to the selected tag. It has two configurable fields:
• Tag: Tag to write value to.
• Value: Value to write to tag.

Figure 94: Write tag options

Write tag popup
Write tag popup allows a list of comma separated tags to be set. When the event is triggered, a popup
will open that allows users to write values to selected tags.

Figure 95: Write tag popup options
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Write popup
Write popup is a popup that presents information about the selected tags in a table and also allows
values to be written to the tags. The table includes the following columns:
• Tag: Tag path.
• Type: Data type of the concrete tag.
• Current value: Current tag value.
• New value: New value that we want to write to the tag. If the tag is a number type, a popup will
appear with a helper to translate between numerical bases. This popup can open a new value
dropdown option.

Figure 96: New value

• Select field: Allows tags to be selected. Only new values for selected tags will be written.
• Result: Result of writing operation.

Figure 97: Write popup after writing tag values: /ReadWriteBoolean shows a writing error because 19 is not a Boolean.
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Write tag popup static
This action is very similar to Write tag popup, although here the tag properties are static and use action
options instead of the Write tag popup (where they are read from the tag dynamically). Write tag popup
static allows multiple elements to be added to represent static tag definitions. Each tag definition has
the following properties:
• Label: Label shown in Write popup instead of showing the tag path.
• Tag: Tag path.
• Value type: Permitted value type for writing to tags.
• Allow manual input: Allows a personalized value to be written to a tag or simply values inside the value list.
• Validation:
o Min value: Only if value type is a number. Minimum value accepted to write.
o Max value: Only if value type is a number. Maximum value accepted to write.
o Custom: Optional expression that allows tag values to be filtered based on an expression.
Within the expression, the value to be written can be accessed using the "value" variable .
If a message is returned, this message will be shown as an error message instead of
allowing it to be written.

Figure 98: Custom

• Users can define a predefined values list, which will be shown in the write popup as options in the
new value dropdown.
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Figure 99: Static tag definition

Write popup static
Write popup static is a popup that permits values to be written to tags with much more control over the
values the operator can choose from. Each tag offers the following possibilities:
• Label: The text used to describe the tag.
• Type: Type of value (Boolean, number, or string).
• New value: New value can have a static values list defined during action creation. Input on this field
can also be disabled.
• Result: Result will show the writing results and action validation values (Custom and min/max).

Figure 100: Write popup fail for previously defined Custom validation
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Reload historical DataSet
Using this action, a historical DataSet will reload its values independently of whether its needed or not.
It allows users to input a list of comma separated historical DataSets.

Set property
Allows a value to be set to the selected instance property. There are 3 properties:
• Instance: Instance proprietary for the property to be set.
• Property: Property to set.
• Value: Value to set to the property.

Figure 101: Set property action properties

User interface
Allows user interface actions to be triggered: Logout and change timezone.

Figure 102: User interface action properties
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Wait for completion
Wait for completion forces all actions before it to be completed before continuing with the next action. It
can be applied to any property, depending on the completion of actions. For example, the following
image shows a wait for completion example that forces the writepopupstatic action to wait until the end
before executing the specified action.

Figure 103: User

Wait for timeout
Wait for timeout forces a wait time of a predefined number of milliseconds before executing the next action.

Break execution
Break execution allows the actions chain to be stopped for the selected event using a Boolean
condition. This condition can be a simple true or false value but it can also be a reference to another
property or expression.

Figure 104: Break execution event that will stop the execution of the actions chain when an element value is larger than 30
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Ack alarm
Ack alarm allows a comma separated alarms list to be added. When the event is triggered and the
action executed, a popup will open showing info for the selected alarms and allowing them to be
acked with a message.

Figure 105: Ack alarm action configuration

Figure 106: Ack popup

Figure 107: Post Ack result, as seen in the alarms table
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Open URL
Open URL allows a url to be added that will be opened as a new tab when the action is executed.

Figure 108: Open URL configuration

Print
Print allows preview windows to be opened or a navigator to be built in print preview dialogs to show
and print selected instances. Overflow (content area inside the element that overflows the element size.
For example, rows hidden in a table and only reachable using scroll) will be shown when printing.

Figure 109: Print action configuration

Figure 110: Element to print in Webvision
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Figure 111: Element printed version (if width is larger than the selected page width, it will overflow)

Open historical
Open historical opens a popup for visualizing historical data. This popup allows different tags to be
selected and their data with different parameters to be shown. Action configuration properties can be
preselected when opening the popup and changed by the end user in runtime. The following properties
can be configured with default values:
• Tags: Comma separated list of tags to be displayed.
• Autoreload: Manages historical data autoreload.
o Enabled: Boolean value for activating/deactivating autoreload.
o Interval: Reload interval, in seconds.
• View: Configuration of view to be opened by default.
o View: Config or Content.
o Tabs: Only on Content view, Chart, or Report.
• Config: Configurable parameters inside Config view.
o Date mode: Allows different ways of specifying the start and end dates for displayed data.
▪ Relative: Allows users to select the start and end date according to the current date.
▪ Absolute: Allows users to select a start and end date as absolute dates.
▪ Current: Allows users to select an interval between the current moment and a previous moment defined by the offset.
o Date: Configuration for the different Date modes:
▪ Relative: Start and end dates are configured using an offset in days or weeks and
a time offset in milliseconds
-

Offset: Offset relative to current moment.

-

Time: Absolute offset over the relative offset.

▪ Absolute: Allows dates to be specified as absolute values.
-

Start: Absolute start date.

-

End: Absolute end date.

▪ Current: Allows the date to be specified between a selected negative offset and the
current moment.
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o Mode: Configuration of data representations.
▪ Aggregated: Allows users to aggregate data using different methods.
▪ Raw: Presents data as per it is stored in the historical database.
▪ Delta: Only presents values when they have changed more than the deadband
value. Includes all values after the change.
▪ Filter: Only presents values when they have changed more than the deadband
value. Includes all values before and after the change.
o Mode configuration: Configuration properties for the different modes.
▪ Aggregated:
-

-

Aggregation method: Type of aggregation applied to data. Choose between:
•

Tag configuration: Value configured within the tag.

•

Avg: Weighted-time average for the selected aggregation interval.

•

Min: Minimum value for the selected aggregation interval.

•

Max: Maximum value for the selected aggregation interval.

•

First: First value for the selected aggregation interval.

•

Last: Last value for the selected aggregation interval.

Aggregation interval: Interval for the aggregated data:
•

Value: Interval value.

•

Units: Value units.

▪ Raw: No special configuration, raw values.
▪ Delta and Filter:
•

Deadband: Defines the data change threshold.

Figure 112: Open historical action configuration options
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Historical popup
Historical popup allows users to configure the historical data displayed and view it either as a graph or
a data table. The following popup viewing options are available:
• Config: This view enables users to configure the data visualization. It’s similar to setting the config
in action configuration but offers a less compressed layout.

Figure 113: Config view

• Content: Content view allows historical data to be displayed. There are two key areas offered:
o General: Enables multiple options:
▪ Return to config view.
▪ Reload selected tags.
▪ Configure autoreload.
▪ Download data as csv.
▪ Toggle between different data visualizations.
o Data visualization: Can be one of two types: a graph or a table with date/value representation.
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Figure 114: Content view chart

Figure 115: Content view table
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Load report pdf
The Load report pdf action allows reports in PDF to be loaded from the backend. It does exactly the
same as the load button inside the Report pdf viewer

Figure 116: Load report pdf action configuration properties

Download report pdf
The Download report pdf action allows users to download a PDF report from the backend. It does
exactly the same as the download button inside the Report pdf viewer. If the report hasn’t been
loaded prior to the event, it will be loaded before downloading.

Figure 117: Load report pdf action configuration properties

Open instance
Open instance allows users to select a template and create an instance for it, which can then be opened
inside a region or as a new popup window. There are two different possible behaviors, depending on
the Open target (Region or popup):
• Region: When action is executed, an instance will be added to the Region children and the displaying child will be set as the new instance. If the uid is specified, it will share the same instance name
as the Region child. If not, an automatic name will be assigned. If the child displayed in Region is
changed manually, the instance will be removed from the region children instance list.
• Popup: When action is executed, an instance will be created and opened in a new popup window.
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This action offers the following configuration properties:
• Open on: Instance open target. Region or Popup.
• Region: Region for inserting the instance. Disabled if “Open on” is a popup.
• Template: Template to instantiate.
• Instance UID: Unique identifier for the instance. Unless left null, when executing an action for the
first time the UID will be added to Region or opened in a new popup. For all executions thereafter,
the same instance will be refused and instead, only existing custom properties will be applied.
• Custom properties: Instance elements list. If named the same as any of the custom properties
inside the selected template, the value inside the value property field will be set as the instance
custom property value.

Figure 118: Open instance inside Region

Figure 119: Open instance in new popup window

Expressions
JavaScript expressions can be used on each custom property or data entry to calculate the value. They
allow for dynamic configuration by creating custom properties within templates and using different values for each instance in the template. Custom properties can also be changed dynamically using events,
or by linking them to other tags and properties. Moreover, WebVision has added an extra set of functions, which can be used in Expressions to augment its capabilities.
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Syntax
When using an expression, instead of writing a static value to a field, the field must start with ‘=’.
JavaScript code can then be used and the expression return value will be used as the value for the
field. As expressions are evaluated as JavaScript code, all strings must be enclosed in either single
or double quotes. The following examples show a number of different valid and invalid expressions,
as well as their values when evaluated:
= 5 -> 5
= “This is a string” -> This is a string
= The value is 5 -> INVALID, the string needs to be enclosed in quotes
= “The value is” 5 -> INVALID, 5 needs to be concatenated to the string
= “The value is ” + 5 -> The value is 5

Expressions can also use custom properties, which is done by using the property, self or parent functions, depending on the custom property origin. This will be substituted by the value of the custom property when resolving the expression. This can be seen in the following example:
//Assuming a basePath custom property with the value /Group1/Inverter1/
= self(“custom.basePath”) -> /Group1/Inverter1/
= “self(“custom.basePath”)” -> self(“custom.basePath”)
= self(“custom.basePath”) + Power -> INVALID, power needs to be enclosed
in quotes
= self(“custom.basePath”) + “Power” -> /Group1/Inverter1/Power

Since expressions are JavaScript code, they can resolve conditionals. This allow s the color of a
component to be changed based on the value of a tag or a custom property:
//Assuming there is a “valid” boolean custom property set to true
= if(valid === true) “green”; else “red” -> green
//Valid changes to false -> red
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Besides conditionals, other JavaScript features such as JavaScript functions , can also be used in
expressions. This includes Date, Math, or String functions.
//StringCustomProperty is a string with a value of “2”
=parseInt(self(“custom.stringCustomProperty”))*2 -> 4
=Date.now()+3600*1000 -> Date one hour from now, in Epoch
//fullTagPath is a string with a value of “/Group1/Inverter1/Power
= self(“custom.stringCustomProperty”).split(‘/’).slice(-1)[0] -> Power

Tag function
WebVision adds the tag() function to expressions. This function is used to obtain information about
a tag from N3uron, which can be the value, quality, engineering units, etc…
The syntax for this function is tag(“tagPath.propertyPath”). If the propertyPath is left blank,
the tag value will be returned. Otherwise, the property value will be returned (if it exists) or alternatively, it will be left as null if no such value exists. See below for examples of this function, which
assumes the following tag is being used:
Tag:{
fullPath: “/Group1/Inverter1/Power”,
config:{
engUnits: “kW”
},
data:{
value:150,
quality:192,
ts: “2018-09-25T14:56:52.460Z”,
}
}

//tag is a custom property with value “/Group1/Inverter1/Power”
= tag(self(“custom.tag”)) -> 150
= tag(“Group1/Inverter1/Power.engUnits”) -> null (engUnits path is
config.engUnits)
= tag(“Group1/Inverter1/Power.config.engUnits”) -> kW
= tag(self(“custom.tag”).data.quality) -> INVALID, .data.quality needs
to be a string
= tag(self(“custom.tag”)+”.data.quality”) -> 192
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Alias function
The Alias function adds alias functionality to tag path transformations for any property. For example, for
the following alias structure:

Figure 120: Alias function

the testTag path will be: @testGroup/testTag. Using the alias function allows it to be translated
to the original target path.
// Generic function definition
=alias(“<alias path>”)
// Example
=alias(“@testGroup/testTag”) => /ReadOnlyNumber

Property function
Just like the tag function, the property() function has been added by WebVision to augment the functionality of expressions. This function is used to obtain the value of a property for a different element to
the one that has this expression. For instance, it can be used to change an element width based on the
width of another element. This function is implicitly called when linking a property to a different property
in another component.
The syntax of this function is property(PathToElement.pathToProperty). The pathToElement must be a relative path from this element, using ‘..’ to refer to the parent element and separated by backslashes. The pathToProperty uses the internal name of the property, which may be
different than the label used in the configuration window. In order to find the internal path, the link
property helper can be used.
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The following example creates a rectangle that occupies 10% of the parent container and a label component centered inside the rectangle. It uses the following components (properties are simplified for this
example, this is not the real internal structure of the properties):
Container:{
width:1920,
height:1080,
components: {
Rectangle:{
x:500,
y:450,
width:Expression 1,
height:100
}
Label{
x:Expression 2,
y:Expression 3,
width: Expression 4,
height: Expression 5
}

With this structure, the following expressions are used (these are valid expressions using the correct
internal name of the properties):
//Expression 1: Width of the rectangle is 10% of the parent container
=property(../.width)/10 -> 192
//Expression 2: Width of the label is the same as rectangle
= property(“../Rectangle.width”) -> 200
//Expression 2: Height of the label is the same as rectangle
= property(“../Rectangle.height”) -> 100
//Expression 3: X position of the label is the same as the rectangle
= property(“../Rectangle.container.left”) -> 500
//Expression 4: Y position of the label is the same as the rectangle
= property(“../Rectangle.container.top”) -> 450
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Self function
The Self() function has the same functionality as the property() function, except it is used in a component to refer to itself. As such, it can be used as an alias of property(“./.property”). The syntax
for this function is self(“property”).
This function can be used in events to obtain the value of this component, especially in input, toggle, or
dropdown components.
See below example. Assuming the following component is used:
Dropdown:{
width:200,
height:100,
dropdown:{
options: Power, Temperature, Speed
selectedValue: Temperature
}
}

A custom property is set whenever the dropdown value changes. This means that an action is
attached to the value change event, with the following expression as the value that the event sets:
//Using property
=property(“./.value”) -> Temperature
//Using self
=self(“value”) -> Temperature
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Parent function
The Parent() function has the same functionality as the property() function, except it is used in a
component to refer to its parent. As such, it can be used as an alias of property(“../.property”). The syntax for this function is parent(“property”). This function can be used in events
to obtain the value of this component.
See below example. Assuming the following component is used:
Container:{
width:1920,
height:1080,
components: {
Rectangle:{
x:Expression 1,
y:Expression 2,
width:100,
height:100
}

in order to set the rectangle position in the middle of the parent container; x/y values must be set to half
of the parent width/height, minus half of the self width/height.
//Expression 1
=parent(“width”)/2 – self(“width”)/2
//Expression 2
=parent(“height”)/2 – self(“height”)/2

Dataset function
Just like the tag function, the dataset() function has been added by WebVision to augment the functionality of expressions. This function is used to obtain the value of a DataSet element instance, or a
manual dataset [[key1,value1],[key2,value2],…,[keyN,valueN]]. For instance, it can be
used to populate a Chart series.
For inputs such as the DataSet input in the Chart series, the input will automatically obtain and use the
dataset value. However, for normal inputs such as the example of a Label input in the Label component,
a <dataset> placeholder will be displayed. This placeholder represents the dataset object, which has
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a very similar functionality to a javascript array. It also has a loading property, which allows users to see
if the dataset has been loaded or not.
DataSets can be operated using standard javascript arithmetical, logical, and bitwise operators.
// Generic function definition
=dataset(“<dataset path | manual dataset>”)
// Basic example (using manual dataset syntax for example simplicity)
= dataset(“[[1,2],[3,4],[5,6]]”) => <dataset> (if used in a dataset
property the values will be automatically loaded and used)
// Join example
=dataset(“[[1,2],[3,4],[5,6]]”).join(“, ”) => 1,2, 3,4, 5,6
// plus operation example
=(dataset([[1,2],[3,4],[5,6]]) + dataset([[1,2],[3,4],[5,6]])).join(“, ”)
=> 1,4, 3,8, 5,12
// Zero fill right shift bitwise operator
=(dataset([[1,2],[3,4],[5,6]]) >>> 2).join(", ") => 1,0, 3,1, 5,1

Func function
The Func() function allows users to reference a function defined in the Function system folder anywhere
in the project. The syntax is the function name and a comma separated list of parameters, which will be
passed on to function as an array called argv.
• For example, if a function is used to multiply every number inside an array by another number, as
defined in the following image.

Figure 121: Func function
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This function is expecting the first parameter inside argv to be the array and the second parameter
to be the number. This function can be used by any property in the project:
// Generic function definition
=func(“<function name>”, parameter1, parameter2, …parameter)
//Example, multiply array by number and return multiplied array
=func(“multiplyArray”, [1,2,3,4], 5) -> [5, 10, 15, 20]

Ui function
The Ui() function adds an additional functionality for accessing multiple system functionalities and
values in expressions, for example data manipulation and user information. See below for example possibilities:
// Generic function definition
=ui(“<functionality>”)
// Current timestamp in milliseconds
=ui(“time”) => 1604664222188
// Current date with “<Year-month-day hour:minute:second format>”
=ui(“timestr”) => 2020-11-06 12:04:04
// Offset from GMT in millisenconds
=ui(“timeoffset”) => 25200000
// Offset from GMT in text format
=ui(“timeoffsetstr”) => GMT-07:00
// Currently selected timezone in text format
=ui(“timezone”) => America/Phoenix
// WebVision viewport width
=ui(“width”) => 1920
// WebVision viewport height
=ui(“height”) => 1080
// User name
=ui(“user.name”) => admin
// Returns true of false depending if the user has writing permission
=ui(“user.writePermission”) => true
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Sprintf function
Allows values to be formatted using formatters, as specified in the Sprintf format specification appendix.
This function accepts a format string and a value as parameters and returns the formatted value.
// Generic function definition
=sprintf(“<format string”, <Value1>, <Value2>, …, <ValueN>) =>
<Formatted value>
// float decimals specification
=sprint(“%.1f”, 50.522) => 50.5
// Modify parameters order
=sprintf(“%2$s %3$s a %1$s”, “cracker”, “Polly”, “wants”) => Polly wants
a cracker
// Add positive/negative sign
=sprintf(“%+.1f”, -54.4) => -54.4
=sprintf(“%+.1f”, 54.4) => +54.4
// Add padding character
=sprintf(“%'.09d”, 54) => .......54
// Exponential formatting
=sprintf(“%.3e”, 54000000) => 5.400e+7

Moment function
The Moment function enables direct access to moment.js, allowing for advanced date manipulation and
adding multiple additional helpers for date manipulation. More information about the Moment functionality can be found on the moment.js docs page. The Moment date format specification can be found in
the Timestamp formatting appendix.
// Generic function definition
=moment(<optional date>)
// Initialize moment with custom Date object
=moment(new Date()) => Fri Nov 06 2020 13:19:56 GMT+0100
// Initialize moment with custom timestamp
=moment(Date.now()) => Fri Nov 06 2020 13:19:56 GMT+0100
// Initialize moment with date string
=moment(“2019-Feb-01 00:00:00”) => Fri Feb 01 2019 00:00:00 GMT+0100
// Date formatting as readable string
=moment(Date.now()).format(“YYYY-MM”) => 2020-11
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Examples
Linking tags to a property
Some components such as the gauge component are used to display tag values, in order for this component to work in this way, the value of the component must be linked to the tag that will be displayed.
Any tag property can be linked, not just the value. The below example links the tag value of a tag to the
value of a gauge, the EU of the same tag to the EU of the gauge, and the quality of the tag to the quality
of the gauge’s container.
Firstly, a gauge component should be created in the container. Once created, the value field should
be selected and the input options button clicked to select the “link tag” option, as shown in the
below screenshot:

Figure 122: Link tag option
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After clicking the link tag button, a popup will appear with a list of tags to link to:

Figure 123: Tag selector

In this example, the tag is “/ReadOnlyNumber”. After selecting the tag, another popup allows users
to select the property:

Figure 124: Tag property selector
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After selecting the tag value, the value field changes to =tag(“/ReadOnlyNumber”), which is how a
tag is linked internally (More information in Tag function).
Follow the same procedure to link the engineer units to the tag’s engineer units and the same for
the quality section (located in the container section) in order to link the tag. The resulting gauge
will look like this:

Figure 125: Final values after tag linking
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Writing values to tags based on an event
The following screenshot shows the available events for an input component:

Figure 126: Writing values to tags based on an event
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By clicking on the button indicated with an arrow, a popup is displayed to allow users to create actions
for that event. In this case, for binding the User input event to a write tag action. By clicking on the “add
action” button, a new popup will appear to allow the user to select which action to execute. In this case,
write tag has been selected to bind the value to be written to input text:

Figure 127: Popup

A write tag action is shown with “/ReadWriteNumber” as the tag and =self(“text”) as the value.
More information about the “self” function can be found here.
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Adding markers to a map
The following example adds fixed markers to a map, which will always remain in the same coordinates regardless of the map’s pan or zoom settings.
Firstly, a map container should be created and if needed, the initial longitude, latitude and zoom
levels should be set up.

Figure 128: Creating a map
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Next, the markers are created. This requires the use of an Icon component, since an icon called a
marker is available to use, which is perfect for this purpose. When creating new components, the
origin is set to (0,0) by default, which means that it will be positioned using the top left corner as
the reference point. Since the bottom of the marker needs to be fixed in position, the origin must be
changed to the bottom center, which is (0.5, 1). The marker is now placed in its final location, which
in this case is Madrid.

Figure 129: Creating a Madrid marker
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The icon can be duplicated by either right clicking and selecting duplicate, or alternatively, clicking on
the icon, using CTRL+D and then placing it in the new coordinates. To finish this example, two more
markers are created; one in Berlin and one in London. The final map will be as follows:

Figure 130: Final map

By default, these markers won’t do anything. However, just like any other component, events can be
attached to them and as such, markers can be used to display a popup (as seen in the Creating a
parameterized popup).

Click to display popup
This example shows how to create a popup with a gauge that can be opened and closed by pressing a
button. In order to do this, the first step is to create a popup template by creating a new empty container
of 500x500 pixels and then adding a gauge and label inside of it. The gauge will point to a tag called
/ReadOnlyNumber, which in this example is a memory tag. The label will display the tag name.
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The properties of the container, gauge, and label can be seen in the following screenshots:

Figure 131: Container and gauge options

Figure 132: Gauge label options
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As seen in the example, the position of the gauge and the label are relative to the container size, which
is done by using the property function to obtain the height and width of the container.
Once the desired popup has been created, it’s time to create the main window where the popup will be
displayed. This window will be a 500x500 container named Main and will contain a button called ShowButton. To view the popup that has been created, the background color of the main window can be
changed to gray, as shown in the following screenshot:

Figure 133: Main template
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Next, an instance of the popup template needs to be added as a component. Once added, it can be
placed in the desired position for display, before changing the visible property under the container to
false. This will hide the popup, although the outline of where it is located will still be visible, as shown in
the below screenshot:

Figure 134: Popup positioning

To display the popup, an action needs to be attached to the click event on the button. This will set
the visible property of the popup to the inverse value, which means it will be shown when hidden and
closed when visible:
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Figure 135: Show popup action

Since the value needs to be the opposite of the current visibility value, the following expression is used:
=!property(“../Popup.container.visible”)
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One more action still needs to be added in order to change the text property of the button to “Show”
or “Hide”, depending on whether the popup is visible or not:

Figure 136: Changing the button text action

In this case, the value to be set to the following expression is as follows:
=if(property(“../Popup.container.visible”))“Hide”; else “Show”;
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Finally, the popup is ready to be tested, either by pressing CTRL+Click on the button while the button is
not selected, or by going to the preview mode and clicking the button:

Figure 137: Final appearance
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Creating a parameterized popup
This is a follow up of the previously shown examples. In the previous example, a popup was created
and set to always display the value of the same tag using a gauge. In this example, a parameterized
popup will be created to slide open by clicking on a map marker and show a different tag depending on
which marker was clicked on.
First of all, the popup window needs to be created. In this case, it is a 400x1080 window with a text
custom property called basepath.

Figure 138: Popup template with custom property
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Next, a border is added to the container using general style properties. After creating the border,
the close button needs to be created in order to close the popup when clicked on. To do so, an
Icon component should be used, which in this case will be the times icon. It is positioned in the
upper right corner of the popup:

Figure 139: Border and close button
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A click event needs to be attached to the close button in order to close the popup. However, the helper
popup cannot be used to select the x property for sliding it out of view as there is no container section
in the popup. This happens when the container is a template and not an instance. However, container
properties can still be applied by inputting them manually. In this case, the x property should be set to 400 (since 400 is the width of the popup, meaning that -400 will set it out of view. Alternatively, the width
of the container can be linked). To do so, the following settings are applied:

Figure 140: Close button close event

The last step is to add in the gauge and link it to a tag. However, in this case, the tag path is not static,
as it depends on the basepath dynamic property. This example assumes the following tags are used:
/Madrid/Temperature
/London/Temperature
/Berlin/Temperature
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Since the tags all follow the same structure (/<city>/Temperature), the basepath property can be
used as the first part of the tag name, which corresponds to the city. To do so, the following expression
is used in the gauge value (and in the units too, if the same EU and tag needs to be used):
=tag("/"+parent("custom.basepath")+"/Temperature") -> Value of tag
=tag("/"+parent("custom.basepath")+"/Temperature.config.engUnits")> Units of tag

The final popup will look as follows:

Figure 141: Final popup result
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Now that the popup has been finished, the main container can be created. In this case, instead of the
steps used to add markers to a map, the main container needs to be a blank container, rather than a
map. The reason being that if it were a map, the popup would be instantiated as a component of the
map, and would be positioned at a latitude and longitude, which is not the desired outcome in this example. In this case, the popup needs to be set in an absolute position on the screen. This can be accomplished by creating a blank container and adding a map and the popup as components, as shown
in the below screenshot:

Figure 142: Map and popup
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In this example, the popup will be shown by sliding from left to right using an animation. In order to
achieve this, the popup’s initial X position needs to be set to -400 (since the popup is 400 pixels
wide). An animation also needs to be added to the X property. In this case, it will be set to last
1000ms and ease in & out.

Figure 143: Animating the X property

Once the popup is in place, markers can also be added to the map and events can start to be setup in
for opening the popup. Map markers are created for Madrid, Berlin, and London. After creating the
markers, three actions need to be added to the click events for each marker:
• One action to set the basepath custom property to either Madrid, Berlin or London, depending
on which marker was clicked upon.
• One action sets the X position of the popup to 0.
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The event popup for the Madrid marker is shown in the following screenshot:

Figure 144: Event helper popup for the Madrid marker

The same is done for the Berlin and London marker. To save time, since only one of the three actions
needs to change, depending on the marker (the one that sets the custom property), this marker can be
duplicated (CTRL+D after selecting the marker in the configuration window, or right click and click the
duplicate option) and the action deleted and created again with the new value.
The next stage is to test that everything works by clicking on a marker (either in preview mode, or by
using CTRL+Click while the marker is not selected). The different markers can now be clicked on to see
if the value of the basepath changes accordingly. Finally, click the close button on the popup to ensure
that it slides back off the screen.
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Creating a progress bar
By default, WebVision only comes with a Gauge for displaying tag values, as well as any labels, which
can also be linked to a tag. However, links can also be used to create custom components. In this
example, a progress bar will be created and linked to a tag.
This first step is to create a new blank container. In this case, a 100x10 container is sufficient. Next, a
custom property called tag is added to the container. This will be the tag that provides the value to the
progress bar. Since this one will be a tag, the tag picker control will be used and limited to tag only.

Figure 145: Tag picker custom property
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Afterwards, a general styles border is added to the ProgressBar container.

Figure 146: Border properties
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The next step is to create the progress bar itself. For this, a line component is used and set to a size of
99x9 (the same as the container, minus borders). The line width is also set to 9 in order to fill the entire
container. The container X/Y is also set to 0.5 to avoid any overlapping with the border, which can be
colored red (to contrast against the border) in order to make sure that the line has been positioned
correctly. Its two points are then set to (0,0) and (50%,0), which gives the following result:

Figure 147: Line properties

Finally, the Right X (the x coordinate of the line’s right-side point) needs to be linked to the newly created
tag custom property. For this, the following expression is used:
=tag(parent(“custom.tag”)) + “%”

“%” is also added to the end of the expression in order to transform the second point into a relative
value, instead of an absolute one. The value of the tag custom property can be changed to a tag in
order to ensure that the setup has been carried out correctly. In this example, “/ReadOnlyNumber” is
used. If the line changes when the value changes, the progress bar is working as intended.
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While this is enough for a working progress bar, it can also be configured in a way that the colors
change according to the tag value. Animations can also be added for smoother transitions between
each change in values.
First of all, it’s configured to change color from red when below 25, yellow until 50, green until 75 and
finally to blue. To do this, a conditional expression needs to be added to the line color property by using
the expression editor helper to make it easier to input the expression:

Figure 148: Line properties

If the expression is written correctly (no syntax errors), users can check that the colors work by changing the tag value:

Figure 149: Green color with tag value = 60
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Finally, an animation can be added to the Right X coordinate for smoother transition between values.
To do so, the Set animation helper can be used on the Right X” coordinate to input the animation
settings. Once configured, the icon next to Right X should indicate that the animation is enabled. More
information about animations can be found in the animation section.

Figure 150: Right X coordinate animation
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Appendix
CSS color format
All color fields in WebVision support any CSS color format for defining colors. See below for all formats
accepted by CSS:
• Predefined color names: These colors are used by specifying the color as a string with the
color name. An example of this format is black, or white. For a full list of all the color names
supported by all browsers, click on the following link: W3Schools CSS color names
• Hexadecimal colors: This format is used by specifying the Red, Green, and Blue components
of the color using a hexadecimal number. To use this for mat, the number must start with #. For
example, red is #FF0000, white if #FFFFFF, and yellow is #FFFF00.
• RGB/RGBA colors: This format is similar to hexadecimals colors, except it uses decimal numbers. This format is rbg(RED,

GREEN,

BLUE), in decimal format. For example, red is

rgb(255,0,0), magenta is rgb(255,0,255), etc.
This format also supports an alpha value from 0 to 1, where 0 makes the component completely
transparent, and 1 makes it completely solid. The format is rgba(RED, GREEN, BLUE, ALPHA). For example, solid red is rgba(255,0,0,1), while half solid half transparent red is
rgba(255,0,0,0.5), and completely transparent red is rbga(255,0,0,0).
• HSL/HSLA colors: This is similar to RGB, except instead of using the RGB color space, it uses
the Hue, Saturation, and Lightness color space. It can also use an alpha value to make the color
more or less transparent. The format is hsv (HUE, SATURATION, VALUE) and hsva(HUE,
SATURATION, VALUE, ALPHA). The hue is a number from 0 to 360, the saturation and
lightness are percentages from 0% to 100%, and the alpha is a number between 0 and 1. For
example, red is hsva(0, 100%, 50%, 1) and blue is hsva(240, 100%, 50%, 1).
•
More information about supported color formats can be found at W3Schools CSS color formats.
A color picker can be found at W3School CSS color picker.
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Timestamp formatting
Timestamps can be formatted using a series of tokens that are written following specific patterns.
Year, month, and day tokens
INPUT

EXAMPLE

DESCRIPTION

YYYY

2014

4 or 2 digit year. Note: Only 4 digits can be parsed in “strict” mode

YY

14

2 digit year

Y

-25

Year with any number of digits and sign

Q

1..4

Quarter year. Sets the month to the first month in the quarter.

M MM

1..12

Month number

MMM MMMM

Jan..December

Month name in locale set by moment.locale()

D DD

1..31

Day of the month

Do

1st..31st

Day of the month using ordinal

DDD DDDD

1..365

Day of the year

X

1410715640.579

Unix timestamp

x

1410715640579

Unix ms timestamp

Week year, week, and weekday tokens
INPUT

EXAMPLE

DESCRIPTION

gggg

2014

Locale 4 digit week year

gg

14

Locale 2 digit week year

w ww

1..53

Locale week of the year

e

0..6

Locale day of the week

ddd dddd

Mon...Sunday

Day name in locale set by moment.locale()

GGGG

2014

ISO 4 digit week year

GG

14

ISO 2 digit week year

W WW

1..53

ISO week of the year

E

1..7

ISO day of the week
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Hour, minute, second, millisecond, and offset tokens
INPUT

EXAMPLE

DESCRIPTION

H HH

0..23

Hours (24 hour time)

h hh

1..12

Hours (12 hour time, used with a A.)

k kk

1..24

Hours (24 hour time, from 1 to 24)

aA

am pm

Post or ante meridiem (Note: just one character a p are also considered valid)

m mm

0..59

Minutes

s ss

0..59

Seconds

0..999999999

Fractional seconds

+12:00

Offset from UTC as +-HH:mm, +-HHmm, or Z

S SS SSS ...
SSSSSSSSS
Z ZZ
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Sprintf format specification
The placeholders in the format string are marked by % and are followed by one or more of these elements, in this order:
• An optional number followed by a “$” sign that selects which argument index to use for the value. If
not specified, arguments will be placed in the same order as the placeholders in the input string.
• An optional “+” sign that forces the result to be preceded with a plus or minus sign on numeric values.
By default, only the “-” sign is used on negative numbers.
• An optional padding specifier that determines which character to use for padding (if specified). Possible
values are “0” or any other character preceded by a ' (single quote). The default is to pad with spaces.
• An optional “-” sign, which causes sprintf to left-align the result of this placeholder. The default is to right-align the result.
• An optional number, which determines how many characters the result should contain. If the value
due to be returned is shorter than this number, the result will be padded. When used with
the j (JSON) type specifier, the padding length specifies the tab size used for indentation.
• An optional precision modifier, consisting of a “.” (dot) followed by a number, which determines how
many digits should be displayed for floating point numbers. When used with the “g” type specifier, it
specifies the number of significant digits. When used on a string, it causes the result to be truncated.
• A type specifier can be any of the following:
o %

—

yields a literal % character

o b

—

yields an integer as a binary number

o c

—

yields an integer as the character with that ASCII value

o d or I — yields an integer as a signed decimal number
o e

—

yields a float using scientific notation

o u

—

yields an integer as an unsigned decimal number

o f

—

yields a float as is; see notes on precision above

o g

—

yields a float as is; see notes on precision above

o o

—

yields an integer as an octal number

o s

—

yields a string as is

o x

—

yields an integer as a hexadecimal number (lower-case)

o X

—

yields an integer as a hexadecimal number (upper-case)

o j

—

yields a JavaScript object or array as a JSON encoded string

o r

—

yields an Uint8Array as space separated hexadecimal string
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Installing N3uron CA for HTTPS
Chrome and Internet Explorer:
1. Double click on the certificate file
2. Click on “Install certificate”, and then click “next”.

Figure 151: Installing a certificate
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3. Select “Place certificate in store” and click browse.

Figure 152: Place certificate in store
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4. Select trusted root certificate authorities and then click “OK”.

Figure 153: Trusted Root Certification Authorities

5. Click “next” and then “finish”
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Firefox:
Click the top right button and then select “options”
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Figure 154: Navigating to options

1. xClick on “Privacy & Security”, then scroll down to certificates, and click “View certificates”.

Figure 155: View certificates
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2. Click on “Authorities”, then click on “Import”, and select the “N3uron_ui.cer” certificate downloaded
from N3uron.

Figure 156: Import certificate
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